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That's right, take out a subscription to ETI
for either yourself or as a gift for a friend, and
not only will we make sure it's delivered to
you each month at no extra charge*, but
you or the recipient of your gift subscription
will also receive this practical magnifier
light with the compliments of ETl.

Handy for reading the small print on
transistors and many other com ponents, the
magnifier can also be used for detecting
minute shofts created by solder or fine wire on
printed circuit boards which could lead to
disaster.

The magnifier has hundreds of other uses
where close attention to detail is called.for
such as in-car map reading at night where
localised light is required.

Just fill in the coupon below and send it to the
address given, with a cheque, money order or
credit card authorisation to cover the cost of the
subscription. We'll do the rest.

UK
EU ROPE
MIDDLE EAST
FAR EAST
REST OF THE WORLD

Airmoil Rotes on Request

OREDER FORN'I

Recipient's Name:

Address:

819.20
t24.10
824.40
826.80
s25.85

This offer closes on Fridoy 7th
December ond is olso open to current
ETI subscribers who wish to renew or
extend their current subscription but
must do so using ihe order form
provided.
Pleose ollow 28 doys for delivery of
your gift. To guorontee receipt of gift
subscriptions before Christmos,
orders MUST be received by ihe
closing dote.
tOverseos subscriptions include postoge.

Please tick

! I would like to subscribe to ETI and receive a free gift.

! I would like to send an ETI gift subscription and free gift.

My Name:

Address:

Postcode: Postcode

! New Subscriber ! Renewal ! New Subscriber ! Renewal

Please commence the subscription(s) with the
I enclose my cheque/money order for i- payable to A.S.P. or debit my Access/Visa Account.

Valid from

Signature: Date:
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Return this order form and remittance to: The Subscription Manager (ETU]0), Argus Specialist Publications,
Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7ST.
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HDTV 3
Plans are already in place for
the implementation of HDTV in
Europe. James Archer looks at
the prospects forthe 1250 line,

50Hz HDTV system.

Remote Gontrcl
Timeswitch
Build this comprehensive
electrical house manager.
Program the central unit to
control the heating or the
lighting in your absence - and
all performed through the
mains wiring. Kevin Browne
presents this really usefulpiece
of equipment.

r6 To Recoding

AXIAL MODES _ DEVELOPMENT OF HARMONICS

An lntrcduction

Studio Design
The second part of this fascin-
ating and practical insight into
how a recording studio is put
together is presented by James
Roberts. This month he looks at
the problems of acoustics.

lnfrc-rcd Remote
Gontrcl Receiver
Add to your remote-control
tansmitter from last month and
then build this receiver unit to
contuolthe lights, the curtainsor
the television from the comfort
of your arinchair. Dom Ban-
ham takes up his soldering iron
to show you how.
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LISTENING

ASSYMMETRIC OUIEF SH€LL

38 52

Founchannel
Gassette
Recorder
The finalpartto a do-it-yoursel{
4-track recorder. Tom Scarff
demonstrates that it doesn't
have to be an expensive invest-
ment to get your multi-channel
music on tape.

Repairing
Oscilloscopes
The most useful tool for
constructors must surely be an
oscilloscope. So if buying a new
one is beyond your pocket then
shopping around for an old
second-hand one can very
often turn out to be a bargain.
Simon Russell gives us a

helping hand in bringing new
life to an old'scope.
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An "nOritY 
from overseas states:

Dear Blueprint,
My hobby is making knife blades using coal,

{orge, hammer, and anvil. I want to use modern
steelswhich need a muchslowerrate of coolingthan
more traditional varieties to permit them to be filed
at room temperature. To cool a blade from 900oC
to room temperature at 10oC per hour, I intend to
use a shoebox sized electric furnace. The power
rating of the electric heatingelementis 2kW, 240V.

I need a circuit to decrease the power to the
heater from fullto zero ov er a 12 hour period I hope
that by using a slow enouQh coolingprocess I willbe
able to avoid the need for a much more expensive
thermocouple controller.

Yours sincerely, Woodson Gannaway
NsKVB/EA.

Gking last things first, a thermocouple control
system need not be prohibitively expensive. It would
involve morecircuitry, butshould work better I willfirst
show a design which simply decreases power over
about 12 hours, and in the next Blueprint I will show
how to add a thermocouple temperature control loop
to improve the performance.

There are several snagsto the scheme as itstands.
Firstof all, youhave madetheimplicitassumptionthat
a heater power of 2kW will keep the interior of the
furnace at900oC. This maynotbetrue, if thethermal
resistance of the insulation is higher or lower than you

Blueprint is a colu mn intended to provide suggested answers
to readers'electronics design problems Designs are only
canied outfor items to be published, and will notbe prototyped
by the columnist Circuits published in Blueprint are beiieved
to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping IndividuaJ conespondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication

imagine. lt is true, you will start by dissipating 2kW over
the surface of something the size of a shoebox. The
surface willbecome hot enough to radiate and convect
2kW into the surroundings. At best this would make the
room too warm in summer. at worst there could be a
risk of fire.

I would suggest the use of better thermal
insulation, but regardless of the temperature of the
outside o{theboxthe maximum heaterpowermustbe
chosen so that it just keeps the interior of the furnace
at 900o C at the start of the cooling run. Under these
circumstances it would take a long time for the furnace
to reach 900"C, so it would be desirable to have extra
power available to heat the f urnace quickly, followed
by a lower power setting to maintajn the required
iemperature. The start of a cooling run would then,
perhaps, see the heater not at full power but at half
power.

Burst Firing
There are two obvious ways to controlthe power of a
heater. The first is to phase control it after the manner
of a light dimmer, the second is to switch it on and off
for varying periods to average the conect power. There
are two good reasons for using the latter technique.

First of all, to phase control such a high powered
load would generate severe radio interference which
would necessitate the use of substantialfiltering com-
ponents. Secondly, varying the triggering phase
linearly over a half cycle does not vary the power
linearly, but varies it much more rapidly near the peak

6
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of voltage. On the other hand, varyingpoweron time
over a longer period does vary average power linearly.

To control the heater, a solid state relay (SSR) is
probably the best choice. One could use optotriacs and
power triacs with a snubber network to save a little
money, but an ssr is more reliable and dissipates less
power, so needs a smaller heatsink. The simplest way
to control this would be to use a 555 timer to make an
astable oscillator with a period of a few seconds. The
mark:space ratio could be adjusted by potentiometer,
and an alarm watch set every half hour could be used
to remind the operator to turn down the power a
notch. This could be a useful way to test the thermal
characteristics of the furnace beforc building the
complete controller.

Digital Control
One could use an analogue voltage to control the
mark:space ratio of an oscillator, and automatically
reduce the voltage over the 12 hour period The
voltage would probably need to be controlled by a
digital counter and a DAC (digital to analogue
converter) , so it is better to use digitalcircuitry through-
out.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a suitable
system. A 50Hz clock derived from the mains is
used to count an 8-bit counter round and round con-
tinuously. A binary comparator compares the output
of this counter with that from another similar counter
clocked ten times per hour. Only when the countfrom
the upper counter is less than that from the lower one
is the SSR switched off, so that when the lower counter
is at 00000000 the SSR is always switched on. When
the lowercounterreaches 00000010, the SSRis onfor
126 mains cycles each 128.

The power reduction continues as the lower
counter is counted up, and when the lower counter
reaches 11111111 the SSR is only switched on for one
cycle each 128. Extra circuitry is needed in af ulldesign
to prevent the lower counter from counting round to
00000000 again, and toforce the SSRtoremain off all
the time when the lower counter is at 11111111. The
detailed design, including this circuitry will be covered
next month.

CITIZEIIS'BA]ID
CITIZEN'S BAtrID is the only
British CB maglazine and
covers a wide ra4le of topics
of interest to the newcomer
and the expedenced uset In
each issue the latest
equipment is reviewed, useful
practical projects are detailed
and all the national and
international band news is
featured, Of particular
intetest to overseas readers
are the QSL pages, articles on
shortwave listeni4l, and
reports on UHF CB,

Cover Price €1.60

Published: 3rd

Order
your copy

NOW!
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ff ound about now that is mid-November, the
t, LDepartmentof Tiade and Industryis due to release
a consultative document which gives detailed plans for
the UK telecommunications industry. Although this is
merely a consultative document, we can more-or-less
take it as gospel. What Government wants, Govern-
ment normally gets!

In conjunction w.ith UK telecommunications
watchdog Oftel, the Departmentcif Trade and Industry
has considered the UIi market and come up with its
plans for the future. At the time of writing, you'll
understand, these are not known but it's not too difficult
to work out along what lines these plans are likely to
look like.

The Government is likely to want to change the
current duopoly situation, in which British Telecom
(withthe lion'sshareof the market - some90% of all
inland telephone calls) and Mercury (most of the rest)
effectively control the UK telecommunications market.
Asl've argued manytimesin thiscolumn, this is neither
fair to potential competitors, nor is it good for the
customer. Tiue, we have the option to use Mercury if
we want and make use of its cheaper long-distance call
system (l've used it for over three years now and
calculate it saves me around €100 a year; not a great
amount, but enough to make it well worth my while)
but customers still have to go out of their way to do it.

How the Government sets about this task is less
obvious. A number of contenders have been lobbying
Government to allow other telecommunications net-
work providers to sellspare capacity. Several networks
already exist around the country - cable television
networks, private organisations' communications
networks and so on. One of these network providers
is British Rail which has a huge telecommunica-
tions network of its own, based around its railway
communications systems For a while, BR has been
advocating licensing a number of specialised
telecommunications operators (STOs) of which BR
would be one. These would be able to provide, so the
argument goes, complementary telecommunications
services in the areas where this is most needed, without
the massive investment and duplication of services
required if mor e pub lic teleco m m unicatio ns ope rators
(PTOs) Iike BT and Mercury are licensed. BR's network
covers every majortown and city throughoutthe UK,
so would be in a strong position to apply for such a
licence. A question arises though, in that should such
network providers be allowed to offload their spare
capacities onto an unsuspecting public. Far from
making telecommunications industry more competi-
tive, this could simply make it harder for real tecom-
munications network providers (ratepaying shop-

keeperc, by the same analogy) to make an honest,
taxed, pound. On a personal note, I think it may be
better if BR concentrated on getting its railway network
in order, before it starts making late telephone calls!

Cable television provideis should be aware that if
they are allowed to transmittelephone signals, British
Telecom should, quite fairly, be allowed to transmit
television signals. This will create something of a shake-
up. Cable television providers have to invest highly
significant sums of money, laying cables means digging
up roads and providing lines to each and every
potentialcustomer. This cost must, initially at least, be
borne by the provider but eventually and inevitably it
is passed on to the customer, in the form of network
charges.

Cable television providers are already allowed to
hansmittelephone signa ercury,
but as you might expect, t ies take
the greatest part (around 90 % ) of the profits. Whatthe
cable television providers want of course, is to be able
to be allowed to transmit telephone signals as their own
agents. This will give British Telecom and Mercury a
headache because a television network system that is
allowed to piggyback telephone calls is bound to be,
(when all costs of providing the network have been
recouped) , a cheaper method of providing a telephone
network. In such instances, it's easy to visualise how
some of these network providers willnot botherto set-
up their own telephone switching systems, instead
would allow BT or Mercury to provide services via the
television network for a fairer split of the profits - say,
50-50. However, severalcable television providers are
owned and run by US telephone and entertainments
organisations which could well set up their own
telephone switching systems.

Although most of British Telecom's local lines
aren't capable of allowing transmission of television
signals (which require a greater bandwidth than a
telephone signal) , there is still a proportion that can. BT
is currently wellinto a policy of changing existing local
lines to suit. Consequently, it is feasible BT will be
prepared to offer television services if it's allowed to. It
is feasible that television services will be offered very
economically to customers as this willbe piggybacked
onto its teJephone network.

So, this is a vital area in which the Government
once and for all, is going to have to make a definite
choice. If it decides British Telecom can transmit
television si ng
to face an ng
potential di so
is unfair if a 'm
only too pleased I don't have to make the decision!

8
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IDEP Modular Computers has
t introduced a high-perform-
ance CPU based on the 25MHz
68040 with 20 MIPS and 3.5
MFLOPS. The VM40 provides
full sofiware compatibility to exist-
ing 68000/68020/68030 appli-
cations. it offers about four times
the performance of a 68030
The2SMHz HCMOS 68040, is

clocked internally with 50MHz,
hosts 4 KByte instruction and 4
KByte data cache as well as an
on-chip FPU with 3 5 MFLOPS
and a Paged Memory Manage-
ment Unit. Similarto a RISC pro-
cessor, the 68040 is capable of
executing several inshuctions with
a single cycle and includes bus
snooping for cache coherency.

For high-end applications the
VM40 is equipped wirh 4/8/76
MByte of 32-bit wide CMOS-
RAM supporting burst fitl mode
(3/7/1/7) The initial version is

planned with DRAM, however
local memory modules may be
configured for single-ported or
dual-ported SRAM with battery
back-up. As the memory mod-
ules are self-configr.rring, no PAL
change of jumpers are required to
upgrade any memory configura-
tion The two 32-pin sockets for
up to 1 MByte ROM are config-
ured with a PEPbug debugging
monitor in standard deliveries. In
addition, application specific
parameters may be stored in an
optional EEPROM with 8 KByte
capacity.

The complete economic high-
performance CPU is imple-
mented in CMOS with less than
7 Watts and occupies only 1 slot
(3U) in a VME rack.
Contact: PEP Modular Com-
puters UK Tel 0273 42391.5

Fasio Electronics have intro-
\zduced a new interface pack-
age, Datalink 200, which allows
their Digital Diary to be hooked
up to all IBM-PCs and close
compatibles from 512Kb RAM
upwards.

Datalink 200, compatible with
the IBM PCIXT, PC/N, PS/2
and close compatibles including
all Amstrad PCs, enables the
transfer of information stored in
the Digital Diary, providing a
convenient and fast method of
processing large amounts of daia

Using the PC, clata can be
edited and updated, stored on
disk for archiving or back-up
security, printed out, converted to

other formats and, transferred
back to th€ digital diary

Datalink 200 is priced at
[89 95 and comes as a ready to-
run package, comprising a self-
powered, smart cornmunicatior-r
cable with RS 232 connector. a 9
to 25-pin Af adaptor, software on
5Ya" ancl 3ll2" disks, and full
instructional manuai.

Datalir:k 200 cair be useri with
four out of the five-strong range
of Digital Diaries, whjch tnciudes
the top-of'thc-range 64Kb
SF C)000 witli [C caid expansion

For mor-e informatiorr contact
Tony Manron. Casio Electronics.
Tel: 081 450 9131

1l\ new longer lasting battery
f'l5y51srn specifically designed
for the portable laptop computer
market has been launched by
Gates Energy Products.

Already available in the USA,
the C2500mAh battery allows up
to four hours of running time -
a 25Vo increase in capacity over
previous battery systems used in
the field.

The C2500mAh could have a

significant impact on the laptop
and porLable eleclrorric equip-
ment industry

Further inforrnation contact:
Gate Energy Products, Tel: 0483
757505
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f t is National Astronomv Week
I b"t*""n 17 th-zhthNovember
1990 and if you have ever won-
dered what astronomers find so
fascinating about the night sky,
this will be your chance to find
out.

During National Astronomy
Week there will be hundreds of
locations throughout the UK and
Ireland, ranging from small
amateur societies; to large profes-
sional observations, inviting you

to see for yourself the celestial
bodies in the night sky. On show
will be our near neighbours the
Moon with its craters, the 'red
planet' Mars, and giant Jupiter
with the four moons that Galileo
discovered. Farther afield there
are nebulae - enormous patches
of glowing hydrogen gas - and
galaxies containing thousands of
millions of stars.

There are also many indoor
events organised - exhibitions,

talks, and slide shows - in
schools and colleges, observa-
tories, leisure centres, museum,
and planetaria.

The same week sees the
launch of the Dark Skies 2000
campaign. These wonders of the
night sky are becoming more
difficult to enjoy in urban areas
because of light pollution. Astro-
nomers think that by careful
design, light can be directed to the
place of interest and will need less

power. Any light going upwards
is wasted energy that we all pay
for. The more light directed
upwards, the less we all see in the
night sky.

For information on National
Astronomy Week events in your
area contact Linda Simonian,
The NAW Coordination Team,
The Astoonomy Centre, Todmor-
den, Lancs, OL14 7HW, enc-
losing an SAE, or telephone
0706 815816

A nvone who knows how to
Ause a PC can read and
copy confidential files, personnel
records and commercially sensi-
tive information all too easily,
leaving no trace of a breach of
security A new data security
system called 'Policeman' pre-
vents this risk An additional
benefit is that as well as protecting
PCs it can also be integrated with
other security products - to
control access to buildings or
departments, for example

Developed by Plus 5
Engineering Ltd of Crow-
borough, the system can protect
any IBM XT, AT or compatible
personal computer. Policeman
gives equal protection to all files
held on the hard disk. As a result,
security classification is not
required: allfiles have maximum
security.

Furthermore, management
has the assurance that protection
does not depend on PC users
choosing whether or not to
observe a security routine; they
have no choice. The system is
automatic and there is no 'back
door'.

The main part of the hardware
is a small external enclosure

which is connected to the PC
via an internal interface. The
enclosure contains a device
which can read specific informa-
tion stored within an electronic
tag, and a PIN number and pass-
word, allows access to the PC.
The 'PlusTag' (as it is called) is
small, smooth, light and neat
enough to be carried on a key-
ring or attached to the user by a
cord. The outer stainless steel
panel can be etched or engraved
for identification.

To access the computer and
read the files users must insert
their Plus'Iag and enter their PIN
number and password. No other
form of access is possible. For
additional protection every
attempt to access the computer is
automatically logged. After three
successive false attempts an alarm
like a police-car siren is sounded.
This feature is a strong deterrent
against attempted unauthorised
access.

Extra security is provided by
an option allowing the user to
encrypt all data on the hard disk.
Before this process can be
initiated the system asks the user
if a back-up copy of the hard disk
has been made. 'Policeman'then

automatically encrypts all the data
on the hard disk.

This scrambling process
includes COMMAND.COM and
the whole boot sector; so the hard
disk cannot even be booted
withoutthe use of the Policeman
PlusTag, PIN number and a valid
password. Decrypting is auto-
matic when the authorised PC
user reads the file. The back-up
file can be in either encrypted or

decrypted form.
Another option secures the

system for individual users during
a work session. If the user wants
to leave the PC, even for a
moment, removing the PlusGg
instantly blanks out the screen
and disables the keyboard.
Reinserting the PlusTag enables
work to be resumed
Contact: Plus 5 Engineering Ltd,
Tel:0892 663211

fhe Maplin 6-Channel audio
I mixing desk. primary in-

tended for use in disco applica-
tions, is guaranteed to raise the
roof and amp levels. The red and
black stereo mixer has six main
input channels, each with preset
level and slide fader controls.

Channels one and two are
microphone inputs with switches
to select low or high level inputs.
Channels three and four and
turntable,/lineJevel inputs are
switch selectable. A feature of
channels is the provision of auto

start outputs for turntable. Chan-
nels five and six are CD/linelevel
inputs.

A DJ microphone input with
tone, level and talk-over is in-
cluded and a headphone monitor
output with level control is pro-
vided.

Two seven band equalisers are
provided to equalise outputs to
suit room acoustics. The mixer
also has a BBD echo circuit that
can produce effects ranging from
rapid'slapbacks' to reverberation
and discrete echoes.
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An Seotember 3rd the Secre-
Llrury tf Stu," for Transport,
the Right Honourable Cecil Par-
kinson MP, officially launched
Tiafficmaster, a new system to try
and beat the jams developed by
General Logistics PLC, a Luton-
based company

Tiafficmaster is a real-time
traffic information system, deve-
Ioped to provide motorists with
up{othe-minute information on
motorway traffic problems. De-
signed and built in Britain, it is the
first in-car information system to
become commercially available
in the UK and the first to be
granted a Department of Tians-

port licence under the Road
Traffic (Driver Licensing and
Information Systems) Act 1989.

For years motorists have suf-
fered the effects of traffic conges-
tion on our increasingly over-
crowded motorways. Apart from
the stress and frustration caused
by sitting in a jam, motorway
traffic congestion costs British
business millions of pounds every

year.
The problem has been com-

pounded by the fact that drivers
have been starved oI really ac-
curate motorway traffic informa-
tion. Radio reports and other
forms of traflic information can
take between five minutes and
half an hour or more to reach the
motorist, by which time the driver
may already be stuck in a jam.
More to the point the driver has
no way of knowing how far the
tailback stretches or the waiting
time - in fact there is no choice
but to sit and wait for the next

junction.
The new system provides the

motorist with accurate informa-
tion on the speed, direction and
length of any tail-back, enabling
the driver to assess the situation
and take avoiding action before
getting stuck in the problem area
in theory. As General Logistics
Managing Director, David Mar-
tell, commented that: taffic-
master is the first system to pro-
vide drivers with a more recent

'birds eye' view of the traffic
situation on our motorways

Tiafficmaster works by hav-
ing over 230 infra-red sensors
mounted on motorway bridges at
approximately two miles intervals
to log the speed of traffic passing
below. If the speed drops below
a pre-set threshold of 25mph -
the sensors relay that information
via a radio link to the General
logistics Control Cenhe at Luton.
From there the data is transmitted
via the Air-Call Paging radio
pager network to a Receiver Unit
mounted on the dashboard ofthe
vehicle.

The Receiver Unit displays the
information on a screen in map
form, giving the driver an audible
and a visualsignalwhen updated
information is received. Tiaffic-
master then zooms in to a close-
up map of the area where the
problem is occurring - a flashing
block shows location, speed and
direction of the hold-up while

the number of flashing blocks
denotes the length of the tail-
back. Trafficmaster updates infor-
mation every three minutes.

The Unit can be programmed
to begin updating information
before the motorist sets off. Sel-
ecting the zone of the motorway
for which information is required
before setting off, the drivers
hands need not touch the unit for
the rest of the journey. Pre-
selection of the zone also prevents
the motorist being alerted to
problems which are irrelevant to
his planned route.

Cynics might say that when
the majority of motorists have
such a system fitted to their cars
the jam will transfer itself some-
where else, the result of motorists
taking similar avoiding action.
Also the technology could be
available to detect maximum
speeds from the infra-red sensors
as a secondary function in the
quieter periods!

M65

M6r _"
},:62

A mstrad intends to complete
Ait. 1990 l"isure productrange
with the introduction of a new
high spec camcorder. The launch
of the under-€500 Amstrad
Videomatic VMC200 follows last
year's VMC100, which tested the
camcorder market with a low
price, simple to use model.

The Amstrad Videomatic
VMC200 has been designed in
the UK and is made in Japan by
Amstrad subcontractors. The
3.5k9 unit will retail in the UK at
E499.OO including VAT, and will
be available in the UK, Holland,
Italy and Spain in October.

Features include a 6:1 power
zoom, a 1/1,0001h second fast
speed shutter, a back light com-

ETI DECEMBER I99O

pensator and an electronic view-
finder with playback facility and
automatic focus.

Other features
include a long play
facility (up to 60
minutes), a macro
facility for sharp
closeups,a3set-
ting white balance
control, a dale/
time feature and
a fade-in/fade-out
recording facility
which gives a soft
fade at the begin-
ning and end of
each recording to
avoid sharp joins
on recorded tape.
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;{ n electric car Ceveloped by aI{r Lconsortium complising Ima
tran Voima, Neste Corporation,
and Lokari recentJy won a Euro-
pean urban road trjai competition
held in France Driven by Jouko
Ryynanen, the Finnish 'EIcat'
prototyne covered a total of 270
kilometres and 90 metres during
the 12 hour triai The French
Volta 90 which won the competi-
tion last year, finished some 4
kilometres behirrd the Finish
winner The Renault Master came

third, over five kilometres behind
the winner.

The Elcat is a totally new
model and has been developed
by the Finnish cons6rtium of the
basis of the partnership's earlier
Finvan prototype The Elcat will
be unveiled to the public in
Finland at the end of the year.

The 12-hour competition took
place in La Rochelle in western
France last weekend. A total of 20
electric vehicles from France,
Belgium, Germany, and Finland

took part in the competition. The
majority of these were vans
designed for carrying freight

The 2-day competition com-
prised two 6-hour periods of
uninterrupted driving, one on
each day, on normal roads of
about 8-kilometres in length.
Speeds in the congested med-
ieval centre of La Rochelle were
low. A number of faster stretches

were also included to ensure thal
the route matched typical urban
driving conditions. Competitors
were allowed the opportunity of
charging their vehicles as needed
during the competition.

The successful prototype was
powered by a conventional lead-
acid battery manufactured by
Neste. which proved the most
efficient during the competition.
The three runners-up were fitted
with nickel-cadmium batteries
cosl:ng some four times the price.

feams at the Birmingham
I Srpn, Prix. rhe arrnual race

around the streets of Birming-
hanr, benefit from a sophisticated
timing system incorporating the
Concept Keyboard Company's
touch sensitive keyboarci Over
half the participating teams re-
ceive essentiai information on
their ou,rn and competitort lap
speeds frorn the 'CornputeRace'
timing s5rsten'r

An A3 sized Concept Key-
board rvith touch sensitive keys

forms the basis of the Compute-
Race which is connected to an
IBM PC or compatible and a
printer.

The harsh race track environ-
ment makes a conventional key-
board unsuitable for this type of
data entry. With cars flashing past
at up to 180mph, a fast and posi-
tive daia entry system is essential

The Concept Keyboard allows
a selection of information to be
displayed, from numbers of laps
and pit stops made to current lap

time and the gap between each
car and the leading car The
system can time up to 48 cars in
a single race. For each race or
practice session, an overlay is
placed on the keyboard and a
segment assigned to a particular
car. As the car passes, the oper-
ator touches the relevant key
and the time is entered into the
system. For greater accuracy, an
optional timing beam can record
the time while the pad identifies
the car.

The complete system, housed
in a compact unit, can be plugged
into a convenient power point or
12 volt car battery.

Further information contact
Paul Goddard, Tel: (0962)
843322

he Maplin intelligent keypad is
a high security keypad that

will find many applications in
security and areas that require
restricted access. It can be used in
place of a key to control an alarm
panel, locks. and access devices
like doorphones

The multi-furrction pad is even
more secure ihan zr key operated

12

system since it can provide up to
four user codes controlled from
one master code, key time out
and wrong code lock out. It allows
zoning and can operate a panic
alarm. It also has its own tamper
alarm.

The unit can be used with
either surface or mortice locks
and the rnechanism is supplied

,..: '. . r,.,: ;, - ',- -l

with two strike plates to suit both
types of lock. The lock mechan-
ism itself is not supplied Connec-
tion to solenoid coil is via two
screw terminals The unit requires
a cavity of 102 x 21x29mm for
mortice locks

The unit requires a 12V DC
25mA supply
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lntensifying
Random
Signals
Lfigh repetitive rate signals
I Ioccur in laser pulses, radar,
and digital and communications
data. An oscilloscope can easily
miss infrequent spikes that occur

CRT screen

glass plata

Electron beam

in the presence of these signals.
Random transients arise from
trigger failures, noise spikes,
surges, and cross talk.

Because these signals are
infrequent, their trace is too dim
to be seen against the strong,
repetitive signals on the scope
screen. It is now possible to
intensify such random signals and
make them easier to see by
adding an electron-multiplying
microchannel plate behind the
CRT phosphor. This 0.04in. thick

glass plate contains closely
spaced channels set at an angle
to the elechon beam axis. Angled
channels ensure that electrons
must stike interior surfaces before
leaving.

Select materials and special
processing enable the micro
channel plate to gener6te sec-
ondary emission electrons as

incident beam electrons bounce
through the microchannel. Many
more electrons consequently
leave than enter the micro-
channel plate. An easily visible

trace results as there are now
sufficient electrons to excite the
screen phosphor.

With high repetition rates, the
same microchannels saturate.
Electrical characteristics of the
microchannel walls curtail elec-
tron multiplication. Thus bright
traces are limited to comfortable
viewing levels. The combination
of beam amplification and output

current saturation is known as
adaptive intensity.

Called the BrightEye Trans-
ient-lntensifying oscilloscope, it
uses the microchannel plate to
display a lHz fault in a lMHz
signal in 2s. The 24678 Bright-
Eye portable has a visual writing
speed of 4 div,/ns and 400MHz
bandwidth. Laboratory BrightEye
models 11302A and 7104 offer
even higher writing speeds and
up to lGHz bandwidth.
Source: Tektronix Inc., Beaver-
ton, Gregon.

Phorphor

Conductive surlace Conductive surrace

New ignition
sYstem
In automatic engines conven-
tional spark ignition starts com-
bustion and dies out early in the
power stroke which leaves un-
burned hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide.

In contrast, a new system
called single-spark ignition gen-
erates a high-frequency AC arc
that remains throughout the
power stroke. The result is more
complete combustion that makes
catalytic converters obsolete.

The Zivkovich ignition system
for vehicles consists of a high-
frequency module that delivers
between 200 to 400V AC at

30Hzto the ignition coil. The coil
boosts spark-plug voltage to
80,000V AC. Two switching
transistors in the inverter use a
voltage divider and step-up
transformer to convert 12V DC to
200 to 400v AC. A full-wave
rectifier transforms AC to pulsat-
ing DC. A resistor in parallel
with a silicon-controlled rectifier
ensures continuous output to the
high-frequency module during
spark distribution. The parallel
rectifier converts DC to AC, and
DC-blocking filter stabilizes the
final waveform.

Inventor is Zivkovich Asso-
ciates, Grantham, New Hamp-
shire. The system operates on
both fuel-injected and engines
with carburetters.

Melting ice on
a windscreen
To melt 0.1in of ice on a car
windshield takes 1500W and
constitutes a severe drain on most
car batteries.

A new dual-output generator
avoids the problem by providing
a separate three-phase AC outlet
for windshield heating. The gen-
erator also has a DC terminal sup-
plying the nominal 12V system.
At 0oF, the generator can supply
2,200w.

A power module is used to
boost three-phase AC input from
the generator to a higher voltage,
which is then converted to DC for
windshield heating. A control
module regulates the heating
cycle, checks wind shield current,
ambient temperature, and DC
voltage; and provides automatic

turnoff.
But heating bars in the wind-

shield are hidden beneath a paint
band.

A thin conductive coating
within the plastic-glass laminate
distributes heat evenly. The
windshield itself has no metallic
sheen. The Delcotron generator
from Delco Remy works in con-
junction with the ElectriClear
heated wind shield system from
Libby-Owens-Ford Co., Toledo,
Ohio.

Exterior

Bus bars

PVB

Glass

I

High-frequency ._ Imodule \

80,000 Vac
30,000 Hz

lgniiion coil lnterior



M ore Amplifier Business
f have been asked by a friend
Iwhoplaystrad jazzon an acou-
stic guitar with a pick-up to advise
him on constructing an improved
amplifier. I immediately refened to
The Business (ETI March, April,
May '90) for guide lines In this
design all the pre-amplification is
in a single stage giving of 4.8 or 23
for inputs of 0.5-1.0V or
50-100mV respectively.

However, in your Dec. 1986
issue, "What makes a Classic
Instrument Amp'by David Peter-
son says 

.The gain requirement is
simple: an input sensitivity of
10mV to produce a signal of
between 500mV and 2V ade-
quate to drive the power amp. Less
apparent is the headroom. The
signalwhose mean value is 10mV
can have atransientmaximum up
to500mV". If thisistrue, wearein
deeptrouble even at 10mV, since
23times 500mV is 11.5VRMS :
33V pk. At 50-100mV assuming
the same headroom ratio, the
situation appears quite untenable.

Could you please offer some
helpful comments on this problem
since it is clearly fundamental to
get the first stages right.
J C Laine, Lymington, Hants.

Bob Whelan, author of the Bus-
iness Amp replies:

The output from a guitar pick
up willdepend on many variables,
obvious examplesbeing the posi-
tion and distance from the strings

and the gauge of the strings. In
deciding the pre-amp gain of the
Business Bass amp, I plugged in
my bass guitar (a Fender precision
with an EMG active pick up)
turned the guitar volume up full
an d obse rve d th e o u tp ut f ro m th e
pre-amp stage on an oscilloscope.
I played normally to obtain the
lower outputfigure and as hard as

Six-string guitars requiring are
totally different overdrive and
distortion, and valve amps rule
supreme. Most guitarists turn up
untilthe right amount of distortion
ispresent, giving the sound a nice
edge. Solid state amps are too
c le an so un d i n g for the guitar, an d
when overdriven into clipping,
produce a terrible biting treble

improved sustain during solob.
Amplifying an acoustic guitar

has its own problems, such as
being very sensitive to feedback
and a loss of acoustic tone. Acou-
stic guitar pickups are normally
of the piezo-electric type, which
have a high output impedance.
Attempting to drive an average
guitar amp with these pick-ups

I possibly could, including slap-
ping the open E string, to obtain
the higher outputfigure. I adjusted
the gain allowing a littleheadroom
on the maximum signal produced
by th e guitar. I repeated th is for the
high gain input using a Fender
Tblecaster bass. I have exper-
i e nce d no prob le ms with pre - a mp
overload. The Business amp was
designed for the Bass guitar as it
requires a clean powerful sound
with good separation at low freq-
uencteS.

sound. Most commercial solid
state guitar amplifiers have diode
shaping circuits, or secret prc-
priety circuits o n the front en d i n an
attempt to emulate the sound of
overdiven valves, but with limited
success. It would be hard to name
a top professional guitar player
who does not use a valve amp. In
guitar music, such as heavy metal,
the Marshal 700 watt valve ampli-
fier dominates the scene. Tiuly a
classic amp. A lot of guitar players
a lso use a compressor ped al to get

results in a loss of signal and bass
response, producing a sound that
can best be described as 'tinny'.
Feeding the pickup into a buffer
with an input impedance of 7 to 2
Megohms overcomes this prob-
lem. One idea to produce good
resultsfor an acoustic guitar would
be a valve pre-amp with an input
impedance of around 7M driving
a soft clipping MOS-FET power
amp. I wish Mr Laine the best of
luck with his improved guitar
amplifier project.

the current not exceeding 10
amps

Another possibility for a project
would be a complete charger
control unit for caravanners and
bampers, similarto the ZIG units,
possibly in modular form, with a
imart'charger which could charge
up the battery but would know
whether to use boost or trickle
charge. Other suggestions include
a battery monitoring system using
tricolour leds, a 'night' switch to
switch on a 12volt outside light at
dusk, and monitoring of water
levels in hot water tanks. I'm sure
there would be interest in such
devices and it could be done as a
series although I haven'tthe ability

to design any of this stuff!
Another valuable project

would be a good quality mixing
desk in modular form that could
be built to whatever size was
required, with separate mixing
channels and a main unit with
monitoring and full off-air talkback
facilities. Idealy the unit should be
12/24/l40volt operated so that
it can be used for outside broad-
cast away from the mains.

How about a fairly hefty 12V
power amp with 100 volt line
output, or alternatively a l2DC
to 240AC invertor with enough
power to drive 300 watts or so of
mains equipment. Hope these
ideas are of some use.

The magazine is very good but
seems to be getting a little short of
advanced assembly projects
recently, and please don't follow
the craze oI r eviewin g to ns of high
priced MIDI instruments, not all
your readers even LIKE music!

Keep up the good work.
Ian Beeby, Bolton, Lancs.

You ask a lot, particularly on the
demands of a 12V battery. Don't
be surprised if your car will not
start after using your creations.
Anyway, you suggest lots of inter-
esting ideas and indeed food for
thought for our readers to come
up wit h t h e goods for p ublicatio n.
_ Ed.
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Project Ideas
I s a keen constructor of the
faprojects in ETI (l am building
the superscope at present), and
also a keen caravanner, I was very
interested in the caravan hot water
control unit a while back, which I

intend to build. What I was won-
dering is whether it would be pos-
sible to use the circuit given and
make adjustment automatic so
that the unit would 'look to see
what the current was being used
for' by other devices and then
adjust the water heater accord-
ingly. I thought of this as being
useful in a space heater using
a thermostat so that when the
thermostat was off (or TVllights)
the water heater would increase
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Interak 1

ILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER

INTERAK can be commenced with the minimum of outlay Bare
boards lrom C10.95 e comPonents. or buy
trom us - all parts a p&ial or custom chips
(ie PALS, ULAS, ASI s.

Go as fasl or as Slowly as your lunds and enlhusiasm permit.

Made lor lhose who must know what goes inside Full circuit
diagrsms and descriptiong are provided. And honestly, can you
really use a computer ellectively il you don't know whal's inside and
nobody will tell you?

Solid engineoring construction - something to be proud ol. 1 9" 3U
rack mo-unting, plus in circuit boards and modular construclion
keepq obsolescence at bay.

ndepe Hundreds ol
n disk roup.
mach Forth, etc.
otd Pt

Cassetl6 tape operation or disk (up to 4 drives, 1 Megabyte.3.5"
available lr6m ui, but you can add 3",5 25". 8" it you want). Disk
operating system CP/M Plus

64K RAM, Z8O based al presenl with polenlial tor exPansion to a 16
Megabyles address space and Zilog's latest 280280 in the luture
Needs no specialised knowledge to construct, and we will haPpily
oel you out ol a jam if you get into one

Availabilitv ol oersonal and individual after sales selvice, imposs
to obtain (rom large companies, who ate only atter your money
Security ol supply - from Grenbank Electronics,
in 1970.

Greenbank
For more detailswite or phone us:
Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (ETl 121,460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422AE. Tel: 051-645 3391.
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tt iil[il
A range of high quality kits as suppliedto leading UK securitycompanies, all in-house designed
and produced, notto beconfused with cheap imports. All kiEmme lullydocumentedwith concise

s, f all components. All lransmitlersarefully

:. 
ortuned higherfor groatersecurity. Build.

MTXMicro-miniatureaudiotransmitterlTmmxlTmm.9Voperation 1000mrange...tl235
W500Hi-poweraudiotransmitter250mWoutput 20mmx40mm.9'l2Voperation.2-3000m
range .,..,,..,,.., e15J5
VXT Voice activated transmitte[ Variable sensitivity. 20mmx6-/mm. 9V operation 1000m

SCRX Sub-carrierscrambled audio lransmilter. Cannot be monitoredwithout decoderfitted to
radio 20mmx67mm. 9V operation '1000m range .,..,,...,. t21.95
SCoM Sub-carrier decoder unit for monitoring SCRX. Connecls to radio earphone socket.
ProvidesoutDutforhcadohones32mmymmm0-l2Vnnprelinn crloli
HVX400MainspoweredaudiotransmitlerConnectsdirectlyto240vACsupply 30mmx35mm
500m ran6c ctt ot
Xf89 Crystal controlled audio transmitter. High performance. 'l00mW output. Supplied withxtal
for'108MH2. Othersavailableto 116MHz.85mmx28mm.9Voperation.2.3000m range [36.95
OTXi80 Natrow band Flll crystal controlled audio transmitter. 180MHz kequency. Hequires
ScannerreceiverorourOHXlS0kit(seeCat)20mmx6/mm.9Voperalion.'t000m range e3035
fKXg00 Tracker/Bleepertransmitter Transmits continuous slream olaudio pulses. Variabletone
andrate Powerful200mWoutput,63mmx25mm.9Voperalion 2.3000mrange,...,..t21.95

elephone recordin g interface. Connects between telephone lines (anywhere)
rde[ Tape switches automaticallywith use ofphone. A]l conversations reclrded.

Poweredfrom line.1ommx3smm . , .., t12.95
TLXZ,0 Micro miniature telephone transmitter, Connects to line (anywhere) switches on andofl
with phone use. All conversations transmitted, 20mmx20rnm. Polvered from line. 1000m range

C0600 Prolessional bug detector/locator. Variablesensitivity. Multicolourbargraph readoutof
signal slrengthw r Second modeAuDloCONFlHMdistinguishesbotween
localised bug t rmal legitimate signal such as pagers, cellular etc
70mmx'!00mm gV meralion tlto os

UK cuslomeE filease send cheques. PO's ot registered cash Please add fl .50 pet order
lot P&P Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque clearunce. Ovegeas customers
sendsteilingbankdraltot Eurochequeand addfS.00perodetlorshipment.Crcditcard
otderc accepted on 0827 n4476. Trade enquirieswelcome.

\ Send2xlstclessstampstotthenewl99l Catalogue. ./

ETIEI@E

BUILD YOUR OWN FILM.NET DECODER
CITY SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD & MONTIQUE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS UK LTD
oFFERS yOU THE OppORTUNrry rO BUrLD YOUR OWN HQMONTTQUE DAr00 STGNAL
ANALYSER FOR ASTRA SATELLITE TRANSPONDER No. 1I.
THIS EXCITING PROJECT INCLUDES:
* FILM-NBT MAIN DECORDER P.C.B.
* VIDEO PROCESSING YIDEO P.C.B.
* PARTSLIST
* WORKING THEORY AND DETAILED TEST PROCEDURE
* HQ P.C.B. THROUGH PLATED SOLDER RESIST, DOUBLE SIDED, COMP IDENT
* DIMENSIONS MAIN P.C.B. 250mm x 125mm, VIDEO P.C.B. 110mm x 125mm

ONLY f34.99 + P&P powER suppl-y ExrRA rl.ss, t2y I AMp REGULATED.
CONTACTCTTYSATELLTTESYSTEMSLTDON0SI-5035326ORSENDCHEQLIESTO2T2BARKTNG
ROAD EAST HAM, LONDON E6 lLB. ACCESS, VrSA, AMEX AND SHOP CALLERS WELCOME.

No. l nsarnt,r,rrETv.

CITY SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD
081-s03-s326

ZTZBarktngRoad, East Ham, I-ondon E6 1LB
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larnes Archer naw
looks at a new TV
sysfem for Eurcpe.

Compatible Ap proaches to HDTV
implementation have been prominent. The first
approach, typified by the Japanese 1125-linel60 FpS
system, is to produce a format with a completely new
transmission, that is not compatible with any existing
system such as PAL,SECAM, or NTSC. The general
idea is that such signals would be radiated via satellite
or cable systems, although there is no reason why, in
principle,such a system could not also be adopted for
terrestrial transmission. New receivers specially
designed for the HDTV system would be required to
provide the higher quality pictures and sound.
Conventional receivers would only be able to make
use of these signals if they were to be provided with
complex transcoding standards conversion
equipment, which would only see the new pro-
grammes at a quality determined by the existing
recelver.

The second approach, which has proved of
particular interest to American broadcasters, is to
produce a so-called compatible emission system
format. This consists of a signal is compatible with a
conventional television system plus an added signal
to provide additional information required to produce
an HDTV picture. Such systems enable conventional
receivers to pick up the compatible part of the
programme material from HDTV emissions at the
same quality as their normal pictures, whilst viewers
with special HDTV receivers can make use of the full
quality of the HDTV signal. This type of system can
be considered as truly compatible, since an existing
viewer needs no adaptor to receive the HDTV
programmes, although they are only receiving at the
same level of quality as before.

The step-by-step or multi-step systems are those
using an improved quality TV system a step towards
HDTV this first step not being compatible with an

here is now a general assumption through-
out the television industry that one day in
the indeterminate future HDTV will have
replaced present day television systems. In
the first part of this series we discussed

whether or not it was likely that viewers could be
persuaded to spend money on higher definition
television receiving equipment, especially since there
is currently very little evidence that television picture
quality plays a major part in a typical viewers choice
of programme. The industry is now convinced,
however, that the arguments against HDTV are very
much short-term ones, since the average life of a
colour television receiver is well under ten years, so
that between now and the end of the century, which
is when HDTV will be becoming widely available,
almost all existing viewers will have had to replace their
existing television receivers. This means that the
decision to buy an HDTV receiver will actually
become a decision between buying a conventional
receiver and an HDTV set, a marginal decision that
may weli depend to a large extent upon the price at
which HDTV receivers are available.

We have seen already, that there are several
major considerations, both technical and commercial,
which make it unlikely that there will suddenly be a
technological revolution which persuades all the
peop.e to throw away their existing equipment and
rush around to the local shop to buy brand new HDTV
receivers. It is therefore very important to give the
strongest consideration to the various ways in which
HDTV might be introduced, assuming that in the
longer term HDTV will become the normal method
of watching television.

In the studies of HDTV that have been going on
around the world, three main approaches to its
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existing standard. The introduction of MAC systems
for satellite broadcasting in Europe can be considered
as an example of a first step. Once scene is set for the
later introduction of HDTV which is fully-compatible
with the new system introduced at stage one.

TVs receiving first-step signals would
automatically be able to receive the second-step
HDTVpictures, but at a reduced quality, and HDTV
receivers wouli be able to pick-up full-quality HDTV
step-two transmissions including first step
transmissions.

In this arrangement, conventional receivers
would not be able to receive the HDTV transmissions.
They could only receive the first step transmissions
if a fairly complex adaptor is used, and even then the
receivers using such adaptors may not be able to make
use of all the technical advantages of the new h'ans-
missions. The HDTV set would not be able to receive
conventional transmissions unless it was fitted with
extra circuitry, but some people feel that this will not
be a significant disadvantage since it may take so long
for this stage to be reached that conventional
transmissions will have come to an end of their natural
life. This writer tends to feel that conventional trans-
missions still have a great deal of life left in them, and
the extra cost of including conventional decoding
circuitry for PAL signals would perhaps make little
difference to the total cost of an already expensive
large screen HDTV receiver.

Using this step by step approach it seems that at
least three different generations of receiver hardware
u.,ould be involved:

Step 1 Conventional receivers:
Existing 525/60 and 625/50 NTSC, PAL,
SECAM receivers.

Step 2 Improved system that retain 525/60 and
625/50 displays (MAC systems, for
example).

Step 3 Full HDTV receivers.
There may also be several other intermediate

steps introduced, allowing developments such as wide
screen enhanced receivers which are capable of
improved 525 or 625line displays, withcut providing
futl HDTV quality.

Figure 1, which is based on a drawing from
Professor Krivosheev of the CCIR study group which
is examining possible routes towards HDTV, gives a
broad overview of the various options which will
become available as the change from conventional
services to HDTV takes place. It illustrates the various
linkages that must be taken into consideration
between the different elements o{the television system

of the future, from studio, via the transmission
channel, to home.

The key part of the future broadcasting environ-
ment will be the HDTV production centre which is

shown at the top oI the diagram. Whilst most of the
productions will be made in the HDTV format, it will,
not for the foreseeable future, be necessary to use
other contribution formats as well, since archival
material in 525 and 625line formats, analogue and
digital, as well as films in various formats, willprovide
much of the necessary programme material.

From the production centre the HDTV pro-
gramme material will pass to the broadcasting network

Fig. 2 Simple illustration of HD-MAC compatibility with 625-line MAC.
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Fig. 1 HDTV Delivery - The future enviionment (CCIR Report 801-31.
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via a multi-purpose distribution interface, at which
point there will be a number of convertors to change
the HDTV source signals into the various forms that
are necessary for the various broadcast systems. The
convertors will provide outputs suitable for the
standard 525 or 625-line transmissions, enhanced
television transmissions, bandwidth reduced HDTV
trans r satellites perhaps, and the
full b nals which may be passed
over

The outputs from the different delivery systems
are then sent to the viewers, and here it is worth
noticing that the diagram also offers the possibility of
physical delivery of HDTV programme cassettes to the
home as one of its alternatives. The quality of the
picture that the viewer actually sees will depend to a
great extent upon the receiving equipment that is
installed in the home. Signal quality could range from
full-bandwidth HDTV through reduced bandwidth
HDTV to various levels of enhanced television as well
as the basic 525 and 625-line services, and the
diagram shows that it will be necessary for an HDTV
receiver to be able to receive the normal 525 and
625-line transmissions in addition to the HDTV
signals.

EUREKA - The Euronean
Approach To HDTV
After the Japanese proposals in the early 1980s for
the adoption of their ll25/60 HDTV system as a
worldwide standard were rejected by the European
broadcasters, the EBU Technical Committee, which
had been studying HDTV since 1981, suggested
various ways in which a world-wide agreement on
HDTV standards might be reached. A major plank of
their proposals was that an 80Hz interlaced HDTV
studio standard should be introduced, 80Hz having
merit that it would allow relatively simple standards
conversion to and from both 50Hz and 60Hz systems.
Unfortunately, this idea was not accepted by the rest

of the world's broadcasters, and the goal of reaching
a common standard seemed to be getting no nearer,
as those countries using 60Hz field rates felt that it
would be a backward step to adopt 50H2, and those
using 50Hz felt that it would be too much of an

to make the change to 60H2. Even
bers of the European Broadcasting
as to the field rate to be used.

Al e to the for European
multi-n arch and nt project
aimed together parties to
combine their research efforts in the field of HDTV;
the project was project was
the joint initiati ny), philips
(Netherlands), Thorn EMI
(U.K.), but many other European industrial com-
panies and public and private sector organisations also

designed in such a way that the HDTV signals can,
in future, be transmitted, but can also be uied as the
source from which
derived, which can be
tenestrial hansmitters
and recorded with

_o_+_o_+_e_+_

-+-+-+
Fig. 5 Luminance (+) and colour-difference (O)
sampling pattern for the HDp system.

Another we
rather than
as fhe wor
indicated, this aim was much less likely to succeed.

The project did succeed in its aim of submitting
a proposed standard, or more properly, a detailed
specification of such a standard, to the CCIR plenary
assembly in 1990, and of building a full range of
equipment to demonshate that the system really does
work. This standard can provide pictures which are
a significant improvement on anything seen so far in
the HDTV field, and it has also been designed to be
readily compatible with film, since it is felt that 50Hz
systems are superior lo 59.94H2 or 6OHz systems
when it comes to transfer to and from film, and to
make possible the exchange of programme material
between 50Hz and 60Hz countries.

The system is of the step-by-step type detailed
above, in which a full-quality HDTV signal is gener-
ated in the studio, whilst a specially processed version,
know as HD-MAC, is transmitted, a signal that is
compatible with MAC family of standards, so that
people who have bought the first generation of MAC
satellite receiving equipment will be able to make use
of the HD-MAC transmissions at lower than HDTV
quality. In this sense, compatibility means that existing
equipment is not immediately made obsolete as the
new transmissions begin; bld'receivers, (only back as
far as the first generation of MAC receivers, though,
which in 1990 is not very far back!) will be able to make
use of the new HDTV signals, and new receivers will
also be able to pick up straightforward 625-line MAC
signals. This also means that existing video recorders
will not need to be made obsolete, although once
again the initial compatibility will be limited, as current
video recorders can only record PALISECAM/NTSC
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Fig. 3 Principle of unconverting from interlaced scanning to
scanning in the receiver.
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Fig. 4 The proposed family of studio standards.
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signals. It is worth noting however that some work has

been done to investigate whether domestic video
recorders could be made to record MAC signals, and
the outcome was that this should present few prob-
lems for the manufacturers.

The Eureka HD-Mac approach to HDTV is a
genuinely evolutionary approach that will allow
viewers to change up to better standards of display as
they wish. The key to allthis is the realisation that no
longer do receiver standards have to be the same as

the production studio standards; it is possible to have
a very high quality production studio source, and to
derive from this a less-good version of the studio
signal which may be transmitted over a standard
bandwidth transmission channel. Once this signal is
received in the home, it can be displayed on an
ordinary MAC receiver, or it can also be displayed on
a receiver that is fitted with advanced signal processing
equipment, which can provide enhanced quality
pictures. Readers who have difficulty in understanding
how studio and transmission path may have different
standards should think what happens in a studio
today, when 35mm film is being used as the pro-
gramme source. The 35mm film is capable of pro-
ducing pictures of a much higher technical standard
than the 625-hne PAL network can transmit,but a
picture of somewhat lower quality than could have
been produced from the original film is transmitted via
the transmitting network and is received in the viewer's
home.

CYCLES PER ACTIVE
PICTURE WIDTH

Fig. 6 Limiting resolutions for luminance and
colour difference components of High
Definition Progressive Scanning system.

In the same way, it is clear that pictures could be
transmitted at a field rate of 50Hz and yet displayed
with a field rate of 100H2 if suitable storage and
processing circuitry was built into the receiver. The
simplest way of achieving this field rate upconversion
would be to repeat each field of the incoming picture
to produce 100 field,/sec, but if this method is to be
used with 100H2 interlaced displays it is necessary to
interpolate between the lines of the incoming fields
to ensure that the lines appear in their correct places.
To produce a display with a 100H2 refresh rate it is
estimated that perhaps an extra 3 Mbytes of storage
must be included in the receiver, and although this
may seem a lot, it is expected that a full HD-MAC
receiver will need at least 9 Mbytes for all its picture
processing circuitry This technology can only be
transferred to the domestic marketplace if memory
costs fall, and it is fortunate that memory chips are
expected to fall in price untilthe cost of allthis storage
becomes an acceptable percentage of the cost of the
receiver, the 'ten-dollar frame store'being something
that manufacturers regard as a goal which can
eventually be achieved.

The Eureka Family Of Systems
As well as being based on the MAC family of systems,
the various steps of the EUREKA EU95 project have
also been arranged so that each one bears a simple
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relationship, when expressed in digital form, to the
internationaldigital studio standard defined in CCIR
Recommendation 601.

The long{erm target for the studio standard ol
the European HDTV system, which has been sub-
mitted to the CCIR as a proposed world HDTV studio
standard, has the following characteristics:

Scanning method Progressive 1:1 (non-interlaced)

Total number of lines per picture
Number of active lines per picture

Aspect ratio
Field frequency
Line frequency
Normal line period

t250
tt52

169
50Hz

62.SKHz
76ysec.

7920
960

2304
t\52

1.44MHz
72MHz

2, 
ADJACENT LINES

-_-_/
_e-o + +

+

-+-+-+- 

+ +
NOTICE OUINCUNX

.r',f I^'f [3I3Hr'.""?l

Fig. 7 The luminance (+) and colour difference (0)
sampling pattern for the HDO system.

The analogue picture signal is in the form of
three, parallel, time-coincident component sig-
nals,consisting either of red, green, and blue signals
or of a luminance signal and two colour - difference
signals. When expressed in digital form the signals
have the following characteristics:
Number of samples per active line:

luminance signal
colour-difference signals

Number of samples per full line:
luminance signal
colour-difference signals

Sampling frequency:
luminance signal
colour-difference signals

Since CCIR Recommendation 601 assumes
interlaced scanning, it was originally thought that the
HDTV studio standard might be based upon inter-
laced scanning, but better performance, with a greater
apparent vertical resolution and an absence o{ inter-
line flicker, can be obtained from continuous (pro-
gressive) scanning, although this performance is only
obtained at the cost of an increased video bandwidth.

It was therefore decided to base the hierarchical
family of studio standards on a 50Hz progressive
standard. The various evolutionary steps as far as
studio production is concerned are detailed in figure
4, and it can be seen how each step upwards is based
upon the original Recommendation 601 standard;
there are three ievels of HDTV defined, together with

>F
=Ebo<E
EI
HH
o)Uts:ioyd
o

CYCLES PER ACTIVE
PICTURE WIDTH

Fig. 8 Limiting resolutions for luminance and
colour difference components of HDO system.
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O coINcIDENT LUMINANcE
AND COLOUR DIFFERENCE
SAMPLES

Fig. 9 Luminance (+l and colour-difference (Ol sampling
patterns for HDI interlaced system.

an enhanced 625-line system which has a 16:9 aspect
ratio and non-interlaced sequential scanning.

The high-definition progressive standard (HDp)
thus represents the ultimate in the European HDTV
system, but requires a large amount of data processing
and storage to cope with its data rate of 7728Mbit/s.
1920 luminance samples are taken for each active
line, but colour difference samples are taken at half
this rate, and only on alternate lines, giving the
sampling pattern shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6 is drawn to illustrate the limiting
resolutions, horizontally and vertically, that a system
o{ this type gives, we can see that the vertical
resolution for the Iuminance part of the picture is 576
cycles per active picture height, and if we say that we
can carry two bits of information per cycle this is
equivalent to 2 x 576 : ll52 active lines. For the
colour difference part of the picture signai, since we
have only 288 cycles per picture height. In the
horizontal direction lhere are 1920 samples per active
picture width for luminance and half this number for
the colour difference signals.

The next level down in the hierarchy shown in
figure 4 is known as HDQ (High Definition Progressive
Scanning and Quincunx sampling), and this system
manages to preserve the benefits of progressive
scanning whilst reducing the data rate and signal
bandwidth required, making it a practical way to
provide progressive scan HDTV pictures. This is
achieved by sampling the signal quincunxiallyl so that
the resulting samples appear in sets of five, like the
arrangement of five dots on the sides of poker dice,
as shown in Figure 7. In order to do this the picture
must first be diagona,lly filtered, but as we saw when
we were considering the MUSE system, the eye is
happy with the results of this, since it is not very
sensitive to lack of detail in diagonal directions, and
the effective horizontal and vertical resolutions for both
luminance and colour stay the same as for the HDP
system

The limiting resolutions for the HDQ system are
shown in Figure 8, from which the effect of the
diagonal filtering can be seen.

The sampling frequency of the luminance signal
can be reduce d to 7 2\LHz by this techniq ue, but the
colour-difference signals are sampled at the same
36MHz rate as for the HDP signals. The total data rate
for the luminance signal and the two colour difference
signals of the HDQ system is therefore reduced to:
(72 + 2 X36) x8bitspersample: 1152Mbit/s

The third level of the hierarchy, and the lowest
level of HDTV has 1250 lines per frame and l92O
samples per active line, but uses 2:1 interlaced
scanning. This is called the interlaced studio
standard,HDI, and the sampling pattern for
luminance and chrominance components can be
seen in Figure 9.

Notice that there are still 1250 lines per frame,
but that each frame is now made up of two sets of
interlaced 625 line fields. Although the luminance can
now be sampled at only 72MHz, compared with the

T44MHzneeded for the HDP system, we stillg erl92O
samples per active plcture width. The interlace makes
it unavoidable that there will be colour difference
signals on every line, as shown in Figure 9, and this
results in greater colour difference resolution in the
vertical direction,, as is shown in the resolution
diagram for the HDI system, Figure 10.

. You never quite get something for nothing,
however, and an interlaced display requires about 1.5
times as many lines as a progressive, sequentially
scanning display in order to subjectively give the same
resolution. This means thai although the vertical
resolution on the diagram appears to be a full 576
cycles per picture height, equivalent to 1152 lines, in
practice this will be reduced by a factor of about 1/1.5.
approximately 0 6.

The World Production Standard-
Or Just One Of Them?
Tbe 1250/5011:1 HDP proposal gives excellent
pictures and it is felt that this system h
quality in hand to cope wiih any pro
is likely to undergo in a studio en
Eureka EU95 team would like this to become the
eventual world HDTV production standard, and it
certainly seems that it will definiiely become the
standard for Europe To try to persuade the 525-line

countries that a 1250/50 HDTV system would be
suitable for them, much work has been carried out on
standards conversion techniques. The aim is to show
that HDP signals can form an excellent basis for
conversion to a 1050-line,/59 94Hzsystem and then
can be further downconverted to provide 525-line
NTSC compatible pictures It seems that most of the
technical problems of this type of conversion can now
be overcome, but political consideration still make it
most unlikely that 60Hz countries will adopt HDp.

Very good progress has been made with the
production of equipment for the Eureka EU95
project, and as long ago as September 1988 the team
were able to demonstrate a 1250-line sequentialscan

a complete HDTV ing signals
links, with display ectors and

tubes showing the ition MAC
signals in may different formats.

IfArcp^ittin g compatible
HDTV Signals
So far we have discussed in detail only the production
standards part of the European HDTV initiative, but
we must remember that one of the key factors in
undertaking this work was to be able to define a
transmission standard which would provide step-by_
step evolution from today's 625-line MAC pictures to
full-quality HDTV

The starting poini, and the sticking point, for
anyone wanting to transmjt HDTV pictures, is that
CCIR Report 801 gives the definition of HDTV
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Fig. 10 Limiting resolutions for luminance and
colour-difference components of HDI
interlaced system.
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Fig. 11 Basic principles of the HD-MAC transmission system.
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pictures as pictures having approximately twice the
horizontal and vertical resolution of normal television
pictures; this means ihat they must contain around
four times the information of a normal television
picture, and will require about four times the band-
width to kansmit. Although it might be {easible in the
f uture to provide enough bandwidth over fibre optic
cable networks and satellites in the bands from 20 -
80GHz, at the present time, and for the foreseeable
future, we just don't have the radio frequency
spectrum available to allow us to transmit HDTV,
without first of all processing it in some way which will
reduce the bandwidth of the signals. Effectively, then,
we need some means of taking an 1250 line/50 f .p.s.

source picture and compressing it so that it will pass

over a normal 625-line MAC satellite channel and
produce a usable picture on a standard 625-line MAC
receiver.ln addition we need the owner of an HDTV
receiver to be able to use the same 625-line signals,
plus perhaps some data transmitted in the frame
blanking intervals , to be able to obtain a high-
definition picture on his display.

The Eureka EU95 HDTV project aims to over-
come these problems, and to use the MAC/packet
transmission system to provide a step by step route
to full HDTV in a manner which ensures compatibility
with all receivers using MAC system. The basic
principles of the HD-MAC transmission system are

shown in Figure 11.

Perhaps the first point of interest in this diagram
is its similarity to the diagram in the previous article
which illushates the principles of MUS; the same types
of technology are being used to provide better quality

at the receiver than could normally be expected if the
transmissions are sent via a relatively narrow-band
channel. The big difference between the two systems

is that the HD-MAC system can be introduced in a

compatible manner, providing all the commercial
advantages.

The production standard 1250-line HDTV
picture provided by the camera in the studio needs
to have some or the information which it contains
removed before the picture can be passed through a

standard satellite broadcasting channel, which can

cope with a baseband signal bandwidth of about
10MHz. Note that the diagram shows the source as

L250/50 interlaced, since that was the standard used
for the EUREKA HD-MAC demonstrations in 1988,
but further developments in this project will probably
see the top-quality' source eventually providing
1250 / 50 non-interlaced pictures.

Characteristics Of The Working
HD-MAC Transmission system
It is important to remember that HD-MAC is still very
much under development, and that changes to the

original system are almost certain to be made before
regular transmission begin. The HD-MAC studio
production standard described in the previous section
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as the target system is somewhat different from the
working system which is actually being used for tests
and demonstrations of the HD-MAC transmission
system at the present time. This utilises the 1250 lines,
50 fields per second and 2:1 interlace, and differs from
the system that we have described mainly in that the
basic sampling frequency is 54MHz, tather than the
72MHz that we have used so far, giving 1440
luminance samples per active picture line (rather than
1920), and 720 colour-difference samples per line
(compared with 960). Note that these numbers of
samples are twice as many as the samples per line
defined for the CCIR 601 digital standard, so that we
are still transmitting a true HDTV picture according
to the definition given in CCIR Report 801, since we
have twice the horizontal and vertical resolutions of
the basic 625-line standard.

From Figure 11 we see that the pictures from the
source are first subsampled by a factor of four, which
effectively compresses the 1250-line interlaced signal
which has 1440 samples per line and produces a

625-line interlaced signal with 7 20 piclure elements
per line. This lower bandwidth signal is then sent to
a MAC coder for encoding as a standard MAC /packet
signal, which may be transmitted over a standard
direct broadcasting satellite channel.

Although the pictures seen by the viewer with the
conventional 625-line MAC receiver who is watching
images derived from a 1250 line HIJ-MAC source will
be very good, critical viewing may well show some
aliasing artifacts, taking the form of slight patterning
in some picture areas. This is an inevitable result of
the subsampling of the HDTV signals that has taken
place, but is not generally regarded as seriously
degrading the pictures, and its effect is probably even
less than that which was suffered by viewers of black
and white receivers when the colour television sub-
carrier was added to the transmitted monochrome
signals in the 1960s.

Digital Assistance
Subsampling inevitably leads to some loss of infor-
mation from the transmitted signal, whereas the job
of the HD-MAC receiver is to build an HDTV picture
which is as close as possible to the original. It is
possible, at the source, to analyse what has happened
to the originalpicture in the subsampling process, and
to transmit information about this to the receiver. This
will enable an HDTV receiver to control various
complex processing circuits, which wlll allow an

MAC DECODER
EXPANSION RATIOS

ILUMINANCE/COLOUR
DIFFERENCEI

- 

3t2l3t'l +

Fig. 12 MAC decoder expansion ratios with 4:3 aspect ratio
source and 4:3 aspect ratio display.
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HDTV picture to be ntrol
information, sometim , can
be transmitted during in a
similar way to which rmal
terrestrial transmissions, so that the control infor_
mation is carried as an integral part of the HD-MAC
signal. The capacity of the digital assistance channel
when a standard 625-line MAC signal is being trans-
mitted over a satellite is about t to t.S Mbitz.

Much of the information which we shall want to
transmit as digital assistance will be to do with picture
movement, and information about the movement of
various areas of the picture may be sent to the receiver
in various ways. There a
dealing with motion, the
known as'motion adapti

the information from the static areas of the picture is
temporally filtered and the subsampled by a factor of
two, which effectively throws away every other pair
of fields. The remaining pair of fields is treated as iour
standard MAC fields of 288 lines by 720 pixels, and
these are transmitted over a four-field period. pixels
are interleaved using a line-shuffling technique, which
improves the effective horizontal resolution. At the
receiver, each incoming picture is stored and then
displayed twice, which, since the picture elements
involved have not moved, provides a satisfactory
display. The information from the moving parts of the
picture is again filtered and then subsampled by a
further factor of two, and then transmitted every filld
period. The result is a loss of detail in the moving parts
of the picture, but as we saw before, this generally
proves acceptable to the eye, which is not very
sensitive in these circumstances. Motion adaptive
techniques need not be limited to just two classes of
picture movement.

Motion Compensation
The motion compensation technique allows for much
bette.r results than using motion adaptive techniques
when trying to transmit fine detail in moving areas,
but this improvement comes only at the expense of
considerably more complexity in the coder. Basically,
the position of small blocks of picture elements is
compared from one field to another, and the centre
of the block is seen to have moved in a particular
direction at a certain speed. The speed and the
direction of movement are then conveyed to the
receiver by means of the digital assistance channel in
the form of a motion vector, and the position of the
displayed pixels is adjusted accordingly As was
mentioned earlier, the amount of data which the
DAIV channel can carry is limited to somewhere
around 1.5 Mbit/s, which means that the number of
motion vectors that can be sent is insufficient to cope
with very complex movements.

Perfect processing of all pictures is still a long way
away, however, and several different schemes are
being investigated by the Eureka EU95 teanr, includ-
ing a system which uses both ofthe above techniques,
automatically deciding which technique to use
according to the type of motion involved One
interesting trick that can be used in the coder, although
it is very complex in terms of information processing,
is to try each of the available techniques for dealing
with motion on each block of pixels, and then to test
the results in the coder, prior to transmission, by
rebuilding the block in the coder, in just the same way
as it would be treated by the receiver's decoder. The
result of the test is then compared with the original
information presented to the coder, which is, of
course, still available at that point. The technique
which provides the best result from these tests is then
used for transmission of that particular block.

sation', the latter being a more complex and more
powerful technique. In motion adaptive systems
control information sent merely tells the receiver to
switch between two or more processing meihods for
different parts of the picture, whereas when the
motion compensation technique is used the data takes
the form of motion vectors which can used by the
processing circuits in the receiver to accurately
calculate where each group of picture elements should
be displayed In a perfect world it might be desirable
to send information about the speed and direction of
motion of every moving picture element, but the
available vertical blanking interval data channel is
much too small for this, so the picture has to be
analysed as blocks of pixels, but this works well in
practice.

The Motion Adaptive lbchnique
The first technique uses an approach similar to that
which was discussed when considering the MUSE
system, in that each picture is divided into two different
types of information, corresponding to areas where
there is no movement of the image, and areas which
are moving. The processing mode that is utilised then
depe not the p
the p ing, and
place es, so ast
use of the available bandwidth. It is systems in which
this type of switching takes place that are called
'motion adaptive'.

Whether or not a particular group of pixels is
moving or static e fairly
simply by compa n ures.
Havingdtvidedt p way,
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DISPLAY I-INE
4:3 ASPECT RATIO

Fig'-14 showing how only part of the MAC line is used to provide a 4:3 image when the source has a16:9 aspect ratio.

Fig. 13 MAG decoder expansion ratios with 16:9 source and 4:3
display.
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Fig. 15 MAC decoder expansion ratios with 16:9 source and display.

Widescreen HD-MAC
There are various methods which can be used to
achieve compatible widescreen pictures using MAC
Of the various approaches that were considered, HD-
MAC makes use of a system in which the decoder can

be switched between two different sets of compression
ratios in order to cope with pictures having either the
standard 4:3 wideband 16:9 aspect ratios. To under-
stand how this happens, let us consider three different
scenarios, and see what happens at both source and
display ends of the broadcasting chain.

Figure 12 shows the simplest case, when the
source is a 4:3 aspect radio picture and the display has

the same aspect ratio. This is the situation with the
normal standard MAC pictures, and the decoder will
therefore need to expand the received picture signals

by the standard ratios of the MAC system, 3:2 f.or

luminance and 3:1 for the colour difference signals
The second case is shown in Fig 13, where the

source is using a widescreen 16:9 aspect ratio whereas

the display is a conventional 4:3 recelver.
In this case using the standard MAC expansion

ratio would lead to the decoded picture being dis-

torted, since the original picture s have been

compressed by the usual 3:2 luminance and 3:1

colour difference ratios. It is therefore necessary in the
decoder to use the alternative expansion ratios of 2:1

and 4:1 if the picture on the 4:3 display is to maintain
the same relative proportions as the original. Unfor-
tunately this leads to the decoded picture being wider
than the disptay screen, and so in this case we have

to arrange that the 4:3 receiver only takes in and
expands a part of each line, as shown in figure 14.

Effectively, this method discards the sides of the
original 16:9 picture, but keeps the remaining 4:3
picture undistorted.

The third case to be considered is that where both
source and display have the widescreen 16:9 aspect

ratio. In this case the standard MAC expansion ratios
of 3:2 and 3:l produce the correct display, as shown
in Figure 15.

We thus have a system that allows for different
aspect ratio receivers to be provided with pictures of

the correct aspect ratio, irrespective o{ the source
aspect ratio, in a very compatible manner. There

remains, the problem that the person who buys an

expensive widescreen receiver will have to put up with
the pictures that do not fill the screen for much of the
time, since this seems unlikely that broadcasters will
be able to provide continuous 16:9 programming for
some yearsto come, and the vast amount of archival
material shot with 4:3 aspect ratio will always present

this problem. It has been suggested that the areas at
the side could be filled with other information, ranging
from electronically generated 'curtain' patterns to small
pictures showing what is on the other channels, but
another option that is likely to be offered by
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manufacturers is to allow for the screen to be over-
scanned top and bottom, making for a picture that
actually fills the visible screen area, but in which the
top and bottom of the original display is lost. To
television professionals who have been trying for years

to ensure that their carefully composed pictures are
seen in the home as closely as possible to the originals
this may be anathema, but to receiver marketing men
it may well be a way of persuading potential customers
to purchase a widescreen receiver. The French com-
pany, Thomson is promising that its widescreen
receivers will give the viewer the capability of varying
the picture geometry at will, they call it Tormat control',
so as to provide the choice between filling the screen
or having an undistorted picture with blank edges.
Thomson's advanced television receiver, expected to
be on sale towards the end of 1990, which, as well
as 'format control] has internal circuihy which provides
a doubling of the lines from the standard 625-line
MAC picture to provide a 1250-line display.

This is to be a multi-standard PAL/MAC/
RGB,/YC receiver with allthe inputs and outputs that
you could think of, including something with the
marketing mani dream name of a "golden SCART'
socket, which will allow HD-MAC signals to be
plugged in once they become available The receiver
is not stictly an HDTV receiver. since the tube has less

resolution than that required for HDTV, but it will let
viewers take full advantage of any extended signals
that become available, and will allow them to make
use of the widescreen display, even with transmitted
4:3 pictures. It is likely to cost around f3000 initially,
according to manufacturers estimates.

Proqress With The 125O16O
Sysfem
Except for the system's being unlikely to be accepted
as fhe world production standard, work on the
1250l50 studio standard is going according to plan.
The HD-MAC transmission project is also progressing
well, with equipment rapidly being developed for both
studio and home use. The target date for domestic
receiving equipment to be available is 7992, and the
various members of the EUREKA EU95 team are
working hard to meet this target. The 1992 Olympics,
which are to be held in Barcelona, Spain, will be
covered by HD-MAC cameras, and the aim of the
EUREKA manufacturers is to have HD-MAC
receivers on sale in the shops by that time. Most
market estimates suggest that the cost of such
receivers will initially put them out of the reach of the
average domestic viewer, but, as we have seen, there
are good reasons for thinking that these costs can
eventually come down.

t-ld-{
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TECHTIPS
HighVoltagelab Supply

f! eing one of thesefreakswhostillfind itamusingto
lJdesign with, and lookatvalves. Ihave longfeltthe
need for a variable power-supply otherthan my home-
designed all singing all dancing 0-30V 0-10A just like
any other lab-supply. For quite some time my eyes have
dwelled on an application's circuit from a certain
supplier of semiconductors, utilizing an LM 117 as the
regulating part, and (oh, - joy!) an EL 84 output-
pentode as the main series-dropper. Recently I even
noticed a circuit-idea following exactly the same
scheme.

Observing the amount of current available from
an EL 84, it struck my mind that the power-MOS
transistor actually has been invented. No sooner
thought than done. Here is a circuit of a high-voltage
lab-supply capable of delivering a lot more cunent than
you can ever expect from an EL 84.

Shuntresistors R13-R16 are found by experiment,
in spite of calculationsgiving0R3T. R12 was delivered
with its associated Voltmeter. The voltage across the
LM 317 never exceeds 8V2 (due fo ZDI) minus the
threshold voltage of Q4. Furthermore, an LM 317

needs to idle a few mAs to be stable, so why not utilize
that as driving currentfor an LED control lamp? Con-
stant current sink Q5 supplies about 15 mA, enough
to supply the max 1.45 mA needed for the zener.
Output current sense is incorporated via R6 or R7, el,
Q2 and Q3. to protectthe meter movementratherthan
the semiconductors If a higher-voltage pNp than
2N5415 can be found for Q1, then Q2 can be omitted.
L2 is not strictly necessary, though it does add to the
stability of the circuit. Q4 dissipates 33 W maximum.
It can easily be paralleled, so as to achieve very
high output power indeed. (Separate gate-resistori,
please!) . Remember then to alter the values of current
sensing resistors R6 and R7 - AND the transformer,
ANDD1.D4, AND _-

Output is short-circuit proof, but definitely NOT
shock-proof to moist fingers.

Finally, it should be noticed that R10, the V0
adjustmentpotentiometer, mustbe ableto dissipate at
least 0 8 W.
Michael G Lyngsie, Denmark.
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NOTE
tc1
01,2
o3,5
o4
D1-4
D5,6
zD1

810
300k

M2
300v

R8
150R

LS'l
16R

DoorBellwith Memory
fhis circuit was devised not only
I ordinary door bell but also to indica

one had paid a call when the househ
ICa is a free-running audio signal generator, the

output of which is fed to Q2 base via R4. In the normal
condition, the output of ICb is at high voltage, and Q1
is cut off so no current flows through the loudspeaker.
On pressing SW1, a low frequency signal is generated
by ICb. This drives Q1 via R3. Now, the loudspeaker
gives a modulated audio sound.

ICc and ICd comprise an RS latch with ICd
output being high at normal condition. Pressing on
SW1, the low voltage of ICd output triggers the RS
latch. The output of ICd goes low and the led lights.
This state will remain after pressing the Reset button
SW2.

Hong Yu Qing
nongling, Peoples Republic of China.
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PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC LOCK KII
Keys could be a thing ol
the pasl with this new high
security lock. Secure
doors to sheds, garages,
even your home or pre-
ventthe unauthorised use
of computers, burglar
alarms or cars. 0ne
4-digit sequence will op-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an
alarm. The number of in-
correct enlries allowed
before the alarm is triggered is selected by you. Further entries will
be ignored for a time also set by you. 0nly the correct sequence will
oThe
c ra d
kbud
a5Vh
Mechanism (701 150 @ t16.50) or relay directly.
xK131 t19.95

sUPER-SEN,rTrUE
MICROBUG

Yf E:i:,',?f ' ?;ti...Jr.''

. ar€a^53 -t errx
s DEr.asrsr lao..hl

0nly 45x25x15mm, including built-
-in mic. 88-100MHz (standard FM
radio). Range approx. 300m depend-
ing on terrain. Powered by 9V PP3
(7mA). ldeal ior surveillance, baby
alarm etc, 96.35

one 0l the best burglar deterrents is a
guard dog and this kit provides the
barking without the bite! Can be con-
nected to a doorbell, pressure mat 0r
any other intruder detector and pro-
duces random threatenin0 barks.
lncludes mains supply and horn
speakerxt(125 C21.95

lm yourlights
or comfo{ ot
yo s all the
co la$ scril
to enableyou to do jud thd dd fil the shdlmst
wail boxss. MdpM.3O0W(nol fluoEsefts).
xK132...,,,,.........,...,,.,,.,,.......,,..,...e19.95

IR TRANSMITTER

REMOTE CONTROL
DIMMER KIT

KIT
Designed for us with the
XKl32 and com6s
complele with a pre-
drillod box A PP3 I @lt
baflery is rquired
Mk 6 ............................................. e4.95

xK136 TOUCH DtMilER KrT.............e12.96

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM

These kits can witch up to 16 pieces ot
equipment on and oft or control 16 funclions
dep€n $leded lor theMKiS iw. h6 16 l@ic
oulpul o24vdc.ot2fu

ansformer supplied. The MK18
batgry and keyboard. Gred for
hts, rys, garage doors elc.

TOULOED

ttlKl2 lB R.ca|Er.,.......................,.€19.55
lrKlS TEn.m|ticr..........,..,...............e&95

75
95
g5

DISGO LIGHTING I(ITS

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit with
built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input. only requires a box and
control knob t0 complete .... 839.95
DL1000K 4-way chaser teatures
bi-directional sequence and
dimming 1kW per channel..123.95
Dl-A/l (for DL & 1000K)
Uptronal op-to rnpul allowing audio
'beaVlight response ..............95p
DL3000l( 3-rhannel sound to light
kit, zero voltage switching,
automatic level control and built-in
mic. 1kW per channel ........S1S.55
XK139 Unidirectional chaser zero
voltage switching and built-in audio
input ........................................ e12.95

POWER STROBE KIT

Pro
tis!
vafl
of1
lncl
PCB, components,
connectors. sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. Supply:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45.
xr(l24 STRoBoSCoPE Krr. 817.25

SIMPLE KITS FOR BEGINNERS
Especially aimed at the beginner. Have fun with y0ur project even after you
have built it and also learn a little from building it. These kits include high
quality solder resist printed circuit boards, all electronic components
(including speaker where used) and full construction instructions with
circuit description.

@@
sKl D00RCHlMEplaysatunewhen xKl18 TEN EXCtTtNG PRoJECTS FoR
activated by a pushbutton t4.50 BEGINNERS this kit contains a solder-

Sle WHISTLE SWITCH switches a
relayon and otfin responseto whistle
command t4.50

produces
including
ine siren

c4.50

included, enabling the beginner t0 build
the circuits with confidence .....817.25

Kit contains a single chip microproc-
essor. PCB, displays and all electron-
ics to produce a digfital LED readout
ol weight in Kgs or StVLbs A PCB
link selects the scale-bathroom/two
types of kitchen scales. A low cost
digital ruler could also be made.
ESI e8.25

ELECTRONIC WEIGHI]'IG VOICE REGORD/
PLAYBACK KIT
This simple to construct and even sim-

sffimocEsof,
tzltf,Ef@Y

many uses - seatbelt 0r light reminder
in the car, welcome messages to visi-
tors at home or at work, warning mes-
sages in lactories and public pla-ces. ln ffixoorriltcE

fact anywhere where a spoken message
is announced and which needs to be changed from time tr

not convert vour dauoher,s !8 doll to an !80 takinq d0ll
isannouncedandwhichneedstobechangedfromtimetotime Alsosuitablefortoys-why
not convert vour dauoheas !8 doll to an !80 takinq doll! !not convert your daugheas !8 doll to an !80 taking doll! !

Size . .,.. ... ,. 76 x 60 x 15mm

Message time 1-5 secs normal speed,2-10 secs slow speed

PROPORTIONAT IEMPERATURE
CO}ITROLLER KIT

Uses 
-burst 

fire'

t

incubators, wine
making, etc

Maximum load skw (240V AC).
Temperalure range up to 60'C.

Size: 7x4x2.scms. XKl40 .........98.95

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 081-579 9794
Fax:081-566 1916

ORDERING INFORMATION All prices INCLUDE
VAT. Free P & P on orders over €60 (UK only),
otherwise add E1 .15. Overseas Customers divide
total order by 1.15 then add P & P: Europe €3.50,
elsewhere €1 0.00. Send cheque/POfuisa/Access
No. with order. Giro No. 529314002. Local Author-
ity and educational institutions orders welcome.
Shop Open: Tuesday-Thursday 10 am - 5 pm.
Saturday 10 am - 4 pm.

r-l
lr^, I

LES
ORDERS: 081-567 8910
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timeswitch system by
Kevin Brawne

any homes these days employ
timeswitches to control appliances,
such as the central heating, the
security lighting. the immersion
heater and the greenhouse heating

system This particular timeswitch is designed
however, to replace all of these individual units. Its
central control unit transmits coded control signals
through the mains wiring system of the house, and
is able to control up to 100 remote switching units, at
any give time

Facilities
O Independent conhol of up to 100 remote switches.
o 7 hardwired outputs available.
o One-shot or repeating programs.
o Programs selectable on an individual day,
weekdays only, weekend only or an every day basis
o Fixed switching periods.
O Pseudo random period generation within preset
times

System Overview
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the overall system.
The main control unit may be plugged into the mains
at any convenient location. The remote switches may

be plugged in wherever they are required including
the garage and greenhouse.
The Central Control Unit.
The block diagram in Figure 2 shows the main
functions of the control unit. The CPU (central
processing unit) is a CMOS version of the popular 280
8 bit microprocessor. This is connected to the ROM,
RAM, display unit, key switches and output latch via
a common 8 bit data bus.

The ROM (read only memory) contains the
software program, enabling the CPU to perform the
timeswitch operations. This IC is a CMOS version of
the more common 2764 64K EPROM (8K x 8bit).
The software program would actually fit in the smaller
27 32 32K EPROM (4K x Sbit). At the time of writin g,
this IC was not available in a CMOS version, at a
reasonable cost.

The RAM (random access memory) is a 2K byte
CMOS memory chip which is used to store the
switching program, the cunent time and other system
variables. Only one bit of the output latch is actually
used for the remote timeswitch system. This bit, (bit
7) is used to control the tone transmit circuit. The
remaining 7 unused bits of the latch can be utilized to
provide 7 hardwired timeswitch ouiputs, if required.

Two signals are provided for the CPU by the
timing section of the circuit. A3 725 kHz signal is used
by the CPU to format the transmitted code. The
second signal, of 50 Hz, is used by the CPU for
timekeeping purposes.

The PSU (Power supply unit) provides a
stabilized 5V supply for all the circuits. This supply is
either derived from the mains supply, or in the event
of a mains failure, from a standby battery source. The
battery can be ofthe rechargeable type, since the PSU
also supplies a charging current. A 50 Hz syn-
chronization signal is extracted from the mains supply,
which is used in conjunction with the timing circuitry,
for timekeeping purposes.

The key switches and display unit are mounted
on a separate PCB. The 6 keys interface with the data
bus via diodes. These keys perform multiple functions

/ CONNECTION

/[\tF"'^1*

Fig.1 Block diagram of Overall System
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to enable the user to program the timeswitch.
The display unit is a 1 line x 16 character LCD

(liquid crystal disptay) module. It is one of a range of
self contained LCD modules manufactured by
EPSOM. It contains its own ROM character generator
and display RAM. Care should be taken when
handling this unit as they are quite expensive and
easily damaged.

The tone transmit module is again on a separate
PCB. In response to controlsignals from the CPU, via
the output latch, it generates a series of 180 kHz tones
which are superimposed on the mains wiring via a
tuned coil and isolating capacitors. These tones can
be detected by all the remote switching units, and
decoded as required.
Remote Switch Unit.
The block diagram in Figure 3 shows the principal
functions of a remote switch unit. A filter is used to
extract the 180kHz control tones, sent by the main
control unit. The tone signals are first amplified, then
decoded and compared with preset switch settings.
If the received code agrees with the preset code the
switching action is enabled The signal is further
decoded to determine if an ON or OFF command is

being received. The output relay is then switched as

required.

HO\v IT WORKS
Main Control Cilcuit

Ile supply

re 4 transiormer T1 reduced

is rectified by diodes D1 to D4 and

prwide approximately 12V DC. This voltageis

and riiode D7 to chalge the standby batt!e0,

supply is also fed, via diode D8 to the regulator cirr

the opto-isolatot |C10. The

formed by C1 and R12. The resulting
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of the diodes.

Fig.2 Block diagram of Control Unit

plt:grtqnah at 50Hz ald
from lCl0inthe
inputoftheCPU:

lost, so asecond

oscillator circuit

setby resistors R8, R9 and

gf thqfrequeqcy to exactly

thePSll slrcuit

the result being,

falluiq oceurs;

thaePU (3.125 Khz) is

ovided by another

R10 R11 and C5.

the rem(ite switch units

oontgl-oodes

,duringlhese periods,

now inverted il lC4l

Bffect, tlnhss the l0R0
This leadisnormally

s.!oi.Bad the-kev
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MANUAL
OVER-RIDE

AMPLIFIER

Fig.3 Block diagram of Remote Switch Unit

pro set when the
op CARRY flaq,
he overflows (iL
5). to determine

a program operation in a similar way to the BASIC
IF- THEN statement.

There are two other 8 bit registers, I and R. These
last two registers have specialist uses, and in the
timeswitch program are not used at all.
The Stack

an area of RAM by the
r. It is used to y, the
a register pair, e that

register tePUSHe ht
make n te
piece of ta

se
to
is

Ti em Memory Map.
Ta the available RAM memory has
be e timeswitch system. The fiist 64
by to system variables. This is data

ent time, the date and so on, the state
and the number of items currently
on.

The next 32 bytes are the transmit data queue.
Tiansmitting a control signal to one of the remote
switch units can take up to 400 milliseconds. This is
a long time to keep the CPU waiting, especially if a
number of control signals have to be sent on" uft",
anot queueduntil
timehord l:ffiffiJ

to check the

queued in the job queue, to be dealt with at leisure.
The job queue can hold up to 16 items.

The output state bit map holds the current state

THE SOFTWARE PROGRAM
The 280 CPU Registers
The 280 CPU has 16 general purpose g bit data
registers or stores. There are 8 ,main registers,called
A,B,C,DE,EH and L, and a further sei of ,alternate

registers' also called A,B,C,D,E,F,H and L Each
register can hold an 8 b mber
between 0 and 255). T ,p"d
together in pairs, AF,B store
for 16 bit binary numbers (ie a number between 0 and
65535). The two sets of registers, ,main, and ,alternatei

are interchangeable, so with a single instruction the
main registers become the alternate registers and vice
versa.

S 280 registers
TheA rexample,is
arithm ons. For insta
available to add B register to (ADD A,B) or
subtract the D register from t ter (SUB A,D)
but, there is no instruction to add the B
registerto the D register. Similarly the B and C registers
are prefered for counting and loops, whereas the HL
register pair is prefered for storing 16 bit memory
addresses.
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NOTEr
lc1 = 741
lC4 = 74HC14
01 = BFYS1
02 = 8C108
O1-4 = 1ll4001
D5.7-9 = 1N914
D6 = BZY88C9V1
D1O = BZY88C5V6

R1
1ko

TRANSMIT PCB

Fig.4 Main Control Unit - PSU Section .SEE TEXT

of all 100 remote switching units. This store is used

after a mains power failure to return all the remote
switching units to their correct states.

The largest slice of RAM memory is allocated to
the user program store This is where the instructions
you input, such as lwitch 5 ON Monday at 10.30i is
stored. There is sufficient store for upto 255 program

steps.
The final 64byte is used for the stack, explained

previous[y.
The Program Flowchart
The flowchart shown in Figure 12 shows an overall
view of how the program operates. The first section
deals with initialising the system from a cold start ie.

the first time it is powered up. Since the system has

a battery backup, the initialisation would only take
plac€ again if the battery was removed and the system
powered down. After initialisation the program
continues into the main program loop, where it
continues looping the loop for evermore.

A separate section of the flowchart shows the
timekeeping interrupt sequence. The CPU is diverted
from the main program loop to the interrupt
subroutine every 20 milliseconds by the 50Hz
synchronizing signal. This is derived from the mains
supply frequency. After completing the interrupt

ittH'o
415

INT 414

cs
WE
OE

tc7
RAM

XMIT

PL1
DATA
D0-7

PLl
ADDRESS
a0-1

NOTE:
lC4 = 74HC14
tc5 : z84c00A
lC6 = 27C64
lC7 = 6116/t146
ICB = 74HC373
lC9 = 4O11

Fig.6 Main Control Unit - CPU Section

ffr
E
[-.-{

rT

RV8
47k

R8
220k

R9
1k2

NOTE:
1C2,3 = TLC555
tc4 = 74HC14
D1l-14 = 1N914

PF
(}2 (cl

tc5 { i7)

t/ D12 cE I
10n T

Fig.5 Main Control Unit - Timing Section rrlz
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subroutine, the CPU returns to where it left off in the
main program loop.

Each box on the flowchart represents at least one
small subroutine in the timeswitch program. The
flowchart is by no means complete as theie are over
90 separate subroutines in the timeswitch program.
Example Subroutines
It is beyond the scope of,this article to give a full insight
into the programming techniques of micropro."rroir,
but I have selected three of the many subroutines used
in the timeswitch program to illustrate some of the
basic steps in programming. All numbers in the
examples below are written in Hexadecimal format.

TheTcro RAM routine.
This routine is used as part of the initialisation of the

:::::-, 
to set all 2o48bytes of the RAM memory to

LD HL, +3000 loads the HL register pair
with the first RAM address.
(see Table 1)

check is not zpro, to a point
called'loop'. (ie test Zero flag)
Finish the subroutine and

Call the 'busy' subroutine.
(see below)
Load the LCD data register
wilh contents of A register.
(see Table 2)
Finish subroutine and return.

RET
return.

Display A Character
This routine is used extensively in the timeswitch
program to display a character pattern on the LCD
display. On entry to this routine A register contains
a valid display code from Table 3c.

CALL busy

LD (+e001),A

RET

TABLE 1 Address Decoding

LD BC, +0800

loop LD A, JfO
LD (HL), A

INC HL

DEC BC

LD A,B

ORC

JR NZ, Ioop

Loads the BC register pair
with 2048. (the count)
load A register with zero.
Load the RAM address
pointed to by HL with the
contents of A (zero).
Increase the HL register pair
by one.
Decrease the BC register
pair.
Load A register with contents
of B.
'OR'the contents of A register
with C and leave result in A.
(ie check if both B and C are
?PTO.

Jump if the result of the

TABLE 2 Dlsplay Module Register Selection

The Busy routine
This r module isready m willwait
until t
busy tine, save

AF registers on the stack.
wait LD A,

(+eo02)

BIT 7,A

JR NZ, wait

Load lA with contents of the
LCD instruction register. (see
Table 2 and 3b)
Test bit 7 of the 1{ register. (the
busy bit)

Jump to a point in the
program called 'wait' if bit 7
was not zero. (ie wait until the
LCD display is ready for data.

15O++5V

24D2
22 D1

20 D0

NOTE:
DISP1 = EA.D16O15AR
o30 = BcloS
D32-36 = 1N914
LED3O = YELLOW LED
LED31 = RED LED

Fig.7 Main Control Unit - Display Section

DISPLAY
MOOULE
DISPl

TAB|E 3c Codes written to Data Register for Oisplay pattern

Address leads lC Selected Base Address

(in hex)t\4R0 A15 414 A13 412

0 0 0 0 0 ROM 0000

0 n 0 1 RAM 3000

0 0 0 0utput Latch 5000

0 0 0 Display Module 9000

Address leads Address

(in hex)

Display Module

Resister SelectedVIRO A15 A14 A13 At2 ql AO

0 0 0 0 0 9000 lnstruction Resister (writel

0 0 0 0 9001 Data Register (write)

0 0 0 I 0 9002 lnstruction Beoister {Headl

0 0 0 9003 Data Register (Read)
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TABLE 3a Codes Written to the lnstruction Register.

Code

{in binary)
Data line

lnstruction

76543210
00000001
0000001*
000001 i s

00001mcb
00010d**
00011d**
001210-*
0laaaaaa
l aaaaa a a

Clear display and home cursor.
Home cursor and return shift
Entry mode set.
Display on/off.
Shift cursor position.

Shift entire display
Function set (used once to initialise)
Set the user defined character RAM address

Set the display RANiI address.

Notes.
* Bit has no effect.
a. Address character generator {range 00 to 3F hex}

display RAM kange 00 to 4F hex)

b. Cursor character fl6shss. (Q=no flash 1 =flash)
c. Cursor, (0=ojf 1=on)
d. Direction (0=left 1=right)
i, lncrease or decrease address (0=decrease 1=increase)

nn. Display mode. (0=off 1=on)
s. Shift display.on entry. (0=no shift 1=shift)
z. Set number of data bits. l0=4 bits 1=8 bits)

TABLE 3b Codes Read from the lnstruction Register'

a. Cunent address in either character generator or display ram, depending

upon previous set instruction.
l. Busy flag (1=busy 0=ready)

POP AF
RET

Restore the AF registers.
Finish subroutine and return
to the display a character
routine.

The Program Code.
The example sub routines given earlier are written in
mnemonic format. ie. LD A,B is the mnemonic form
oI the expression. Load the A register with the
contents of the B register. Mnemonic form is a way
of writing a program, which we humans can
understand. The 280 processor, however, requires all
its instructions in binary. It has no knowledge bf
mnemonics at all. Ib overcome this problem there are
two alternatives. The first, is to write the program
directly in binary, but this would be almost impossible
with a program of any size due to the sheer scale of
work involved. For the timeswitch program, this would
involve over 4000 eight bit binary words. A single one
or nought in the wrong place and the program would
not work.

The second alternative is to use an assembler
program. This is a computer program which converts

ETI DECEMBER I99O

TABLE 5 Binary - Hex Conversion.

Example Binary 0101 1101 converts to
Hex 5D converts to decimal (5x16) +

Hex 5D
13=93.

Code read
(in binary)

Data line

lnstruction

765432',] 0
laaaaaaa Read busy llag and address

Notes.

TABLE 4 RAVI Memory Allocation.

Address
{in hex)

Number ol
bytes Use

3000 - 303F
3040 - 305F
3060 - 309F
3040 - 30BF
30c0 - 37BF
37C0 - 37FF

64
al
64
32

1792
64

System variables,
Transmitt data queue. (16 items)
Processing job queue. (16 items)
0utput state bit map.
User program store. (256 items)
Stack. (32 items)

SPACE 11 52ms

.9 Data Transmission

Binary Hex Decimal

0000
0001
001 0
001 1

01 00
0'r0'r
01 10
01 11
1 000
1001
1010
101 1

1 100
1 101
t1 10
1111

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B

c
D-
E

F

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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the mnemonic instructions such as LD A,B into their
binary equivalent - 01111000 (hex 78). Binary
numbers are usually written in hexadecimalformat for
convenience. See Table 5. for a quick binary - hex
converston.

The mnemonic listing for the timeswitch program
runs to over 22,000 characters or 187 lines of
program. This is crunched down to just over 400 bytes
of 280 program. Thank goodness for computeis!

Finally on Software
For anyone interested in further details on micro-
processor programming, I have included at the end
o{ the article, a list of suggested reading material. As
to the timeswitch project, constructors who are familiar
with programming EPROM chips can use the Hex
listing. The alternative is to buy a pre-programmed
EPROM, details of which will be given at the end of
the article along with the availability of the Hex listing.

la )TwO ITEMS ON STACK

( b I ANOTHER ITEM AOOED

Fig.12 Program Flowchart
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19" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES

EOU!PiIEl{T CASES
U1 17.'(44mm) 820.70
U2 3%" (88mm) 824,15
U3 5Y4'(133mm) 827.N
U4 7'(178mm) t29.90

Delivory includ6d (UK only).
All prices includ6VAT.

BLANKING PANELS, RACKING CONSOLES
and BACK CABINETS are atso availabte.
Pleas€ssnd SAEtordetails
Tel: 0z/5823083brAc€sdvisaSalesorcheque
with order to:

RACKZ PBODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotstietd, Bristol, BS17 3RY
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Please add a3 00 P&P ,or th€ first item and E1 50 ror each additional

Pl€ase add VATto above prices Ov€rseas orders wolcome

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRON lCS LTD
40 CRICKELWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET

Tel: 081-4520161 Faxi 081-ZOA 1441
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SM Distribution, 6 lzigham Court Road, Streatham, London I

1 
SWt6 2PG. Tel: 07-677 8711

I Add."r. I
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Available now
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with stereo a onty t3each. Our rei3F8i

MAINS OPERATED
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wilh a builtin ctock and 2 relavo
level. Could be used lorall soits
6Pt8.

EOUIPMENT WALL MOUNT. Murri.ad/uslabte merat brackel
lorspeak, etc.2 lorC5. Our re,5p'152.

KlT. +-+/V2.0A.Contains
ingcas, elc.ourprice is C20.

KEYB^OARDS. Brand new uncased wirh 84 keys ptus pCB with
several los. Only Q3. Bef3p89.

9_U_B-MlN TOGGLE SWITCH. Body size Bmmx4mmxTmm
SBDTwilh chromedolly fixing nuts. 3lort1. Oraer ret gD6ag.

COPPER CLAD
longxS%in wide. Doubl
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room etc. Makesyou leel
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speakers
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Keyboaroswitches - made lorcomputers but have many
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rloboil
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CODER. Nicely ced, mains Dowored with 8
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ES periorquality,made
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_2KV 500 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Suirablefor
hEfi_mltage experiments or 6 a spare lor a micrware ffin etc. elO.O0 Ref:'t0P93.

scren,
supply.
L input.

STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUppLy 220V or
^r.ru-v 

operatron givmg 5V at2A +24 at.25A +12al.1SAand +gOVat 44.
t12.00each. Rel:12P27

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. TrreseconwnmmDosirevideinto
separate h-sync, v-syncand video. price tg. Our retSFSd 
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sided,80 track, byChi
and l0C connectors.
track, byNEC.Thisis
new
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Brand new. price e20. Our rei2Op22.

PC POWER SUPPLIES. Brand new t
witchontheback +5 -5 +12 -121SOwattma
Ref:25P18.

PHILIPS LASER

MlNl MONO AMP on o.c.b. size 4,,
Fitted Volume control. The amolifier
has three lransistors and we eitimate
the oulputto be 2W rms More
lechnical datawill be included

NEW MAINS MOTOBS. 25 wan 30OO rDm made bv Framco
approx 6" x4" x3" priced atonly t4. Rel4p54.

Approx3,,square available in 24V
putshatt and 2 flxing bolls. priceis

M E TURN S. Complere withwe ectronistha cooking ilme. ldeallor ysetc, Only

SURFACE MOUNT KlT, lrakes a suDer hioh oain sn@oino
amplifieron a PCB tessthan an inch square! t7. Bef7F15:
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theseunitsare
oltheir normal
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POPULAR ITEMS _ MANY NEW THIS MONTH

BD22
BD30

BD32

BD42

BD45

BD49

BD56

BDl80
80193

BD19S

BD201

80211

80221

80252
8D259

1

1

8067

BD1O3A 1

80120 2

BD]32

B0134

08137
80139

B0148

80149
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BATTERIES
Ni-cad, Dry Cell, Ni-cad Chargers,
Eliminators, Holders, Connections
BOOKS
General, Textbook and Basics, Radio
and TV Data/Reference, Proiects/DlY
Measurement/Servicing, Linear
Electronics, Audio, Digital Electronics,
Computers
CABLE AND WIRE
Equipment Wire, Mains Cable, BF Cable,
Audio Cables, Ribbon Cable, Enamelled
Copper Wire, Accessories

CAPACITORS
Electrolytic, Ceramic, Foil, Variable,
Trimmers

COMPONENT PACKS
COMPUTERS
Amstrad 46416128 Peripherals, Software,
Computer Leads, Cable
Adapters/Testers, Data Switches,
PC Cards, Microcomputing Kits/
Modules, Accessories
CONNECTORS
Audio, Servo, DC, BF, RF Adapters,
IEC Mains, 13A Mains, Low Current,
Terminal Blocks, PCB Ribbon,
IDC Edge,0.1" Pitch Edge, lC Sockets,
Waterproof Sockets
COUNTERS AND TIMERS
LCD Modules Stopwatch
CRYSTALS
Crystals, Ceramic Resonators
FILTERS
Ceramic, Pilot Tone/and Birdie,
LC Video Block, Helical, Crystal,
Ceramic, RF lnterterence
HARDWARE
Equipment Cases, Aluminium Boxes,
Plastic Boxes, Mounting Accessories,
Knobs, Breadboards, Fuses,
Fuseholders, Heatsinks, DC Fans

INDUCTORS
Toko Coils, Fixed lnductors, Axial BF
Chokes, Surface Mount lnductors,
Moulded VHF Coils, Ferrite Materials,
Dust lron Toroids

KITS AND MODULES
FM Tuner Sets, FM lF Amplifiers, Digital
Frequency Meters, TV and Video
Systems, Aerial Amplifiers, AM Systems,
HF Amplifiers, Signal Processors,
6m Systems, VHF Systems, Satellite
Systems, UHF Systems, Audio
Amplifiers, Audio Accessories, Cassette
Systems, Home and Hobby, Radio
Control Systems, RF Test Equipment,

Signal Generators and Detectors,
Time and Frequency Standards,
Logic Probes, Digital Meters, Power

Supplies, l-CD Modules
METERS
Moving Coil
PCBs & EOUIPMENT
Prototyping Systems,
Artwork Materials

RELAYS
Coaxial, PCB
RESISTORS
Carbon Film, Presets, Rotary Pots,
Slide Pots, Multiturn Pots, Precision Pots

RIGS AND RECEIVERS
2m Systems, High Power
HF ATUs, Accessories,
Scanning Receivers

SEMICONDUCTORS
40OO Series CMOS Devices, T4HC
Series, 74LS Series TTL, Linear lCs,

Prescalers lCs, Microprocessors
Memories, Transistors, Diodes
Regulators and Power Control lCs,
Schottky Diode Balanced Mixers,
LEDS, Mounted LEDS, lnfra Red LEDS,
7 Segment LED Displays, Neon and
Signal Lamps
SPEAKERS/SOUNDERS
Piezo Buzzers, Headphones,
Loudspeakers, Microphones
swtTcHEs
Key, DlL, Push Button, Contact,
Code, Rotary
TEST EOUIPMENT
Oscilloscopes, Frequency Meters, Signal
Generators, AF and RF Generators,
Analogue Multimeters, Digital
Multimeters, Multimeter Accessories,
RF Power Measurement, Digital
Thermometers, Logic Probe and Pulsers,
DC Power Supplies, LCR Meters,
Oscilloscope Probes, Test Leads,
Calculators
TOOLS
Soldering lrons, Soldering accessories,
Drills and accessories, Screwdrivers,
General Tools, Static Protection,
Service Aids
TRANSFORMERS
PCB Mounting, Chassis Mounting
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enclosed space, with the resultant reflections
measured, a whole series will be found,commencing
with simple reflections from the principle surfuces oJ
the,space, rapidly multiplying until it is not possible
to distinguish separate reflections. At each reilection,
some energy willbe a
so that over time, the
and the sound field

Acoustic Design
ontrol of reverberation is one of the
prime objectives and tasks in acoustic
design, since it primarily determines the
sound and feel ofthe space If a short
sharp sound impulse is made in an

kn Figure 9). The precise
co wn into the early phase
an

Eigentones

of surfaces. Research has shown that the axial modes
are normally predominant since they carry the bulk
of the energy (see Figure 10).

There is no way of avoiding eigentones, so the
art of the process is to adjust the room dimensions in
such eY ar aspossible,
with g to Imagine acubic th al same. The
eigentones willbe identicalfor allthree sets, giving the
most marked colouration (Figure 11).

Much research has been done into satisfactory
ratios of dimensions for eigentone distribution. One

For axial modes F- :Xx (C/ (2xdistance))

TIME (m/sect
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For all modes F-:(C/4\[Kx/L)2 +(v/W1z
+(z/Hl'z)
where C:velocity of sound 344 m,/sec

F*: modal frequencY
distance:length, width, hcrght respectively
L: length
W:width
H: height
x, y, z, ate integers 0, t, 2, 3 ..etc.

AXIAL MODES DEVELOPMENT OF HARMONICS

*+'

Fig. 10 Eigentones

A particular and undesirable example of an
eigentone is the flutter echo, which is an un-damped
eigentone between two parallel plane surfaces. You
often hear this in a subway or public toilet, and you
don't want it in your recording space. The usual cure
is to angle or damp one of the surfaces involved.
Angling walls and ceilings is a very effective stratagem,
and most Controlrooms and studio exhibit an alien-
landscape lack of squareness for this reason!

One of the main dlfficulties of designing small
rooms is obtaining sufficient density of eigentones. It
is generally agreed (not much is) that a room requires
at least 10 modes per 7/s oclave for reasonable
balance, which is very difficult to achieve in small
rooms. Eigentone calculations are only really relevant
below 300H2. Above that, they usually become so
closely spaced as not to present a problem.

The later phase
The decay of a sound field was Iirst studied by Sabine,
at the beginning of the century. He decided that the
decay time was proportional to the volume of the
space and the absorptivity of the surfaces and
contents. The relationship derived was:
Rt:0.161xV/A
where R,:reverberation time at a particulal

frequency
V:room volume in cubic metres
A:total absorption in room

A can be substituted by o S where
S : total surface area m2
d: average absorption coefficient
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The average absorption coefficient can be calculated
from o: 1,/S {orS, + arS, +...}
where cvr...are individual absorption coefficients and

Sr...are the individual areas.
The reverberation time was defined as the time

for the sound to die away to -60d8 or one millionth
of the original level, so the standard measurement is
known as R,uo. Several people have come up with
variations and extensions of Sabine's original work,
all of which are more or less accurate in different
situations. The topic is complex, and none of the
equations really deal satisfactorily with small rooms,
as for example many contolrooms. Sabine is as good
a place to start as any.

Absorption
The basic physical measurements of a space having
been chosen with the acoustic consequences in mind,
it is then necessary to adjust the decay of the
reverberant field to suit the application of the space.
The revdrberation time chosen will be totally different
for orcheshal music or for speech, for example. There
has been much discussion and research overthe years
as to the ideal reverberation times for different

purposes. Tastes vary between countries, in the same
way as taste for musical balances vary. Also there was
a tendency some years ago to build rooms with very
short reverberation times indeed for multi{rack
recording, the idea being to minimize the room
ambience recorded so as to ease the processing and
mixing of the various tracks. Fortunately this has been

I

EIGENTONES ICUBICAL VERSUS GOOD ROOMI

Fig. 11 More Eigentones.

Fig. 12 Bolt's diagram - Preferred Ratios.

PBEFERRED BATIOS {BY BOLT - HEIGHT = 1 o)



REVERBERATION TIMES IBBC FECOMMENDATIONSI

largely abandoned - I say fortunately because it
made it very difficult for the musicians to play their
instruments properly. Figure 13 shows some curves
for one set of widely accepted recommendations for
reverberation times. The rhethods available for control
of the reverbcjration are essentially absorptive. The
absorbers can be either wide band or narrow band.

Absorbers
Absorption at high and high-mid frequencies is not
difficult. Most common materials such as carpet and
curtains or hangings (and people!) are HF absorbent,
since their thickness compares with the wavelength
of the impinging sound (I:V/ll. The problems arises
at LF, since about a quarter wavelength is required in

frequency reflections from plane surfaces.
Acoustic foam, which is a relatively recent arrival
on the scene. It is a very useful material, being
available in rolls or tiles. The thickness of the tiles

better spectrum of
tiles. They do look
d usually are covered
expensive material.

Carpets, draperies and so on are good HF
absorbers but too thin to have much effect at mf.
They can effectively kill HF reflections.

increasing absorbency as adding thickness to the
absorber.

For low MF and LF absorption, membrane
absorbers are commonly used. They are often refened
to as 'bass traps'. The essentialfeature of a membrane
absorber is the use of a sheet of non-resonant material
over an air space, ideally damped with Rockwool or
fibreglass.r,r,,ool. Roofing felt has been used very
successfully as the membrane. The formula for
frequency of absorpiion (non-critical to t/zoctave
either way) is:
F"b,:600/ (V-I\4D)

where M:mass of panel inkg/m2
D:depth of air space in cm.

If the cavity is filled
drop by up to 50
doubled. A typical
i7a, and the absor
in Figure 15. An alternative approach is the Helmholtz
resonator.

A Helmholtz resonator works on the principle of
a critically damped tuned resonator. The tuned

ng a bottle.
will ring at
Since one

node of the system is fixed, maximum velocity is at
the neck of the bottle, so if you stuff some cotton wool
in the neck, energy can be effectively absorbed. The
types used in the studios don't make use of the bottle,
but the principle is identical. Helmholtz resonators are
usually employed to absorb a specific troublesome

that predicts the actual result!

Dispersion
Apart from control of eigentones, good dispersion of
sound where it reflects from walls is required. A flat
surface will act acoustically rather like a mirror,
sending beams of sound whizzing round the room.
Much worse, a concave surface will act as a
concentrator, focusing incident sound to a point. A
convex surface will, hand, disperse any
incident sound. Thi in Figure 18. Apart
from convex surfac er materials can be
used for dispersion, The main ones are naturalstone
(for the slick look), strips of timber rough mounted (for
the sauna feeling), rough finished concrete (the car
,rark style) and brick (garage studios). If you wish to
avoid snide remarks, it is possible to gain good
dispersion by spreading the sound treatment you are
using around the studio, rather than keeping it in one
place, without the use of exotic materials.

a passive absorber. For 100H2 that adds
2m. Thi.erefore dealened techniques ar
such as membrane absorbers or
resonators. L-et's look at HF and MF first.

Some of the materials available are:
Acoustic tiles, which are the traditionaltiles with
holes e pegboard.
Recen h ing surface
finishe u killing high

ABSORPTION CO.EFFICIENTS IPOBOUS ABSOBBERS BY THICKNESS)

FREOUENCY tHzl
Fig. 14 Porous absorbers.
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MATERIAL
HERTZ

63 125 250 500 1K 2K 4K

Heavy curtains
Foam-back carpet on concrete
Coarse Concrete
Solid wood floor
4 mm glass
6.3 mm glass
Plaster on brick
Membrane absorber 300mm gap
Helmholtz absorber 5Yo perl .

Porous absorber 50mm
Acoustic foam 1 1Omm
Acoustic foam 75mm
Deep-cushioned chair (each)
One human (average) (each)

0.o10 0.070 0.370 0.490 0.810 0.650 0.540
o.oo7 0.o20 0.060 0.140 0.370 0.600 0.650
0.200 0.360 0.440 0.310 0.290 0.390 0.250
0.140 0.150 0.110 0.100 0.700 0.060 0.070
o.380 0.350 0.250 0.180 0.120 0.070 0.040
o.360 0.350 0.250 0.180 0.120 0.070 0.040
o.o10 0.o13 0.o1 5 0.020 0.o30 0.o40 0.o50
o.800 1.100 0.900 0.400 0.150 0.100 0.100
o.100 0.200 0.800 1 .100 0.900 0.500 0.300
0.200 0.300 0.750 0.930 0.950 0.950 0.960
0.1 50 0.280 0.800 0.980 0.800 0.980 0.980
0.050 0.120 0.250 0.600 0.950 0.800 0.950
0.700 0.850 1.200 2.000 1.700 1.500 1.300
3.300 3.900 4.300 4.700 5.OOO 5.100 5.200

TABLE 2
ABSORPTION COEEFICIENTS for Various Materials and frequencies

Anti-carpet
Anti-carpet is a term derived, I believe, from the BBC
It expresses a simple problem The largest flat
untreatable surface in the control room or studio is

likely to be the floor. lt is often covered with carpet.
which absorbed well at high frequencies, but leaves
you with problems at the bass end One solution is to
make the ceiling into a bass trap, which absorbs the
mid and low frequencies reflected by the floor. A
typical design for a small control room is shown in
Figure 19a This does however lead to an acoustic
asymmetry which may be unsatisfactory

Overall Design
-fraditionally, a sound studio has been divided
essentially into two areas the control room and the
studio. The control room was where the control
equipment was installed, the studio where you could
putthe musicians, and neverthe twain shall meet. The
recording staff would have been recognisable by their
white laboratory coats and test meters This changed
in the Sixties. Most studios stilldo have a division into
two areas, but now it is very common for musicians
to work in the control room, particularly with the
increasing use of electronic instruments, the studio
being used where there are problems of isolation or
scale - for example, vocals or acoustic drums
(anyone remember acoustic drums?)

Control room
The control room is still ihe usual location of the
mixing console and multitrack recorders, complete
wiih all the effects units, patching facilities, monitor
Ioudspeakers and video monitors, engineers,
producer and musicians (plus friends)

The primary function of the control room is to
provide a balanced acoustic response that can be
relied on for monitoring the quality and balance of the
recording, and so thatthe final output will sound good
when reproduced in its intended setting, with no
unexpected colorations.

The secondary function is to provide a good
working environment, house all the necessary
working equipment and personnel, look good and be
capable of 24 hours a day usage, 365 days a year
These two {unctions are generally !n conflict. Such is
life!

There is an increasing tendency to remove as
much of the equipment as possible to a separate
equipment room, made possibie by the enhanced
automation of the essential items Almosl all
multitrack recorders can be run entirelu 'hands off
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once the tape is threaded, being under
microprocessor control. Getting them out of the way
removes a lot of noise, heat dispersion and awkward
reflective acoustic surfaces from the equation.

AESORPTION CO EFFICIENTS (MEMBRANE ABSORBERS BY AIR.SPACEI
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Fig. 17 Construction of absorbers.

H BER (c)POROUSABSOBBER

WALL+

ROCKWOOL

COVER
MATEBIAL

WALL+

FOOFING FELT
MEMBRANE

( a, FLAT SURFACE (b)CONVEXSURFACE

REFLECTIONS IAT FLAT, CONVEX & CONCAVE SURFACESI

Fig. 18 Reflection of dispersion.

FOCUSSING
OF SOUND

DISPERSION
OF SOUND

Although there have been various attempts at getting
the bulk of the audio pathway into racks, with atttne
signal control handled by remote interface, this has
not on n taken up. Fully digital
process from microphone inputs
onward ble for some time, but the
ergonomics of the process (or possibly the egos of the
people involved - 'egonomics'?) makes it necessary
to retain a very large control surface in the control
room. This usually is an acoustic disaster area due to
the reflections and resonances and invariably leads
to compromise.

For example, there is the problem of 'early
reflections' (see Figure 19b). Because of the presence
of the mixing console, there is a large flat surface
providing reflections which arrive at the ear just after
the direct sound. These together with the direct path,
give rise to what is known as a tomb filterl the
characteristics of which are shown in Figure 20.
Movement of the listener's head adds and subtracts
sufficient time delay to slightly shift the comb
frequency. Now this affect is very useful in those little
effects boxes called 'phasers'or Tlangers] but it is not
desirable in the monitoring path, though we are
usually stuck with it. One partial solution is to adopt
what is known as'Near Field' monitoring, in which the
speakers (usually miniatures) are mounted very close
to the listener, so that the ratio between direct path
and reflected path is enhanced (see Figure 19c). Theie
are other advantages to Near Field monitoring as well,
not least the diminishing monitoring levels used...

Another problem is 'mirroring' which ruins any

BEFLECTION OF
SOUND

stereo placement. This occurs if surface near to the
speakers are reflective (see Figure 2l). One cure for
this is to make the adjacent walls very absorbent at the
relevant frequencies.

Another issue to be considered is the speaker
mounting. Sound travels at approximately 344 m/s
in air, very much faster in wood, metal, brick and so
on.lf the speaker box is rigidly attached to a solid
surface, sound waves travel through the conducting
medium radiating from any suitable flat thin surface
they encounter (like the mixing console). This 'Early
Early Sound' arrives before the direct sound from the
speaker, causing a characteristic lmearing' of the
sound.

Then there is the problem of the radiant angle
of the speakers. A point source of the sound in free

ANGLED
SURFACES MEMBRANE OR

HELMHOLTZ
/ SURFACE OR

ROCKWOOL/FTBREGLASS coMstNITtONS

I a ) SMALL CONTROL-ROOM CEILING

NEAF-F|ELD F-I--'"-' '-"j' r o LrsrENrNG
MONITOR I I\\ POSITION
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space radiates into 4n radians (see Figure 221 ' On an

infinite plane, the radiation angle halves to 2 n radians.

This increases the effective sound preserved level and
bass coupling, but depends on the practical size of the
theoretically infinite flat surface. The angle is halved
again when corner mounted. As most studio speakers

approximate to the zr radian condition when
mounted, special consideration has to be given to this
in the speaker design. This is why standard domestic
speakers, which nowadays are often designed for
stand mounting and loading into something like 2 r
radians are usually not suitable for studio use, despite

their often superior quality.
All of this has been taken into account in addition

to the already-discussed acoustic problems,
philosophy of design, physical placement and
accommodation of personnel.

LEDE
LEDE stands ior Live End - Dead End, and is a
principle of design largely evolved some ten years ago

by a company called Syn-Aud-Con in America,
whose registered trade mark is duly acknowledged.
lt is an attempt to solve some of the problems we have

uncovered. There are seven basic principles to LEDE
design as follows.

O There is a non-resonant asymmetrical low-
frequency outer shell, large enough to
allow LF to be developed.

o There is a symmetrical inner shell.
o The path between the speakers and the

engineers ear should be anechoic.
o The sound field should be highly diffused

during the initial Haas effect period.
The speakers, console etc should not affect
the anechoic path from the speakers to the

ear.
o No Early early sound.
o The reflective rear wall should provide a

smooth high density sound field.
A typical LEDE construction is shown in Figure

23. It has had its adherents, and also its detractors.
The theory followed exactly can give rise to very good

Fig.21 Mirroring.

rooms, but in practise there is such a lot of junk around
and the practical difficulties of building sufficiently
absorbent surfaces at one end and sufficiently
dispersive at the other usually leads to partial success.

Brave attempts
One or two studios have tried something quite
different. This is partly derived from the observation
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that almost all work is done in the control room
nowadays, and partly in an effort to break down the
communication and role barriers between the
musicians in the studio and the producer and engineer
in the conholroom. It's simple - have one room only,
with the recording and monitoring being done in the
same space. This is just how most engineers and
musicians start off, anyway, and it certainly could have

its advantages. At other times the lack of a separate
rnonitoring space could be a realpain in the . . . ear!

Studio
With a sigh of relief we can turn to studios. They are

usually a bit easier to design. What we want is a nice

balanced acoustic, ideally with some'brighter' more
reflective areas for brass and string players, pianos,

and drums, and some'dead'non-reflective areas for
vocals and guitars. This given a decent size space, is

not too difficult to arrange. The usual general
principles of non parallel walls and an anti-carpet
ceiling are adopted, with some of the walls being
dispersive reflective finishes across which curtains can

be drawn. Often the floor will be in wood, with the
carpet removable in sections for increased brightness.

Some studios provide separate 'vocal ' and 'drum'

booths, so as to reduce spillage from and to other

inshuments whilst recording simultaneously, but it is
more common now to just use screens. These are

often arranged with a reflective and non-reflective
side, so they can give a locally brighter acoustic or
increase separation between instruments. While
studios often present interesting design problems,
especially in the smaller sizes, therc are no new
principles to consider.

How important is all this,
anyway?
It is important to maintain a sense of perspective

Because recording studios are technically
sophisticated and impressive places, and often visually
overwhelming, it is easy to take it all over-seriously

A recording studio serves a similar role to a

sewing machine - in goes the raw material (cloth or
musical compositions), it is assembled according to

Fig. 20 Comb Filter.
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a plan (designer or producer), by an expert (machinist
or desk engineer) and out comes the final product
which may have monetary or aesthetic value or both.
If neither, it was probably a waste of time. The skills
of the individuals concerned and the quality of the raw
material limit the final output more than the
idiosyncrasies of the room or equipment. And
remember, Tamla Molown music depended for its
character on being recorded in an acoustically honific

Sources, reference and further
reading:
Sound Recording Practise, ed. John Borwick: OUp
The Technique of the Sound Studio, Alec Nisbett:
Focal.

hall, while world-wide hit records have been recorded
in front rooms barges and gentlemen's toilets
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ast month, the article featured details of the
Record,/Playback amplifier and the
Bias/ Erase oscillator board.

This month we look at the
adjustments, measurements, construction

and testing. A full components list appears at the end
of this article

MONITORING
The signals to the stereo headphone amplifiers IC5,
L-eft and Right, are fed from a DPDT switch which
switches between a Mono Cue and Stereo Remix
sources. Cue feed is a mix of the signals across the
four channelfaders which monitors the channels in
both record and playback, before the faders are
opened. Stereo Remix feed is taken from across the
Left and Right line-outputs. The headphone
amplifiers have a gain set by (\+R42/R40) and
(1+R43lR41) for the left and rlght channels
respectively

The output resistors R38, R39 are 470R and are
suitable for 8R headphones, but they can be reduced
in.value if higher impedance headphones are used.

Adiustments and Measurements
o Playback
a) Azimuth: Using a test-tape or a commercially pre-
recorded cassette, the record/playback head azimuth
screw is adjusted for maximum high frequency output
as measured on the VU meters or by listening.
b) The VU meters can be adjusted initially to the mid-
point of their range for a pre-recorded cassette.

o Record
The adjustments in the record mode are to set:

a) Bias levels,
b) Bias traps,
c) Bias oscillator dummy loads,
d) VU meter presets.

a) Bias level is a compromise for optimum recording
to obtain the maximum output level, least harmonic
distortion and modulation noise and the best high

ETI DECEMBER I99O

frequency response. In general, for cassette recorders,
the best compromise is achieved by setting the bias
to give maximum output at 330H2 and the reduction
at higher frequencies is compensated for by modifica-
tions to the record re-emphasis curve

Relative Bias levels can be measured by including
a low value resistor in series with the record head This
could be 10R

The optimum bias level can vary for different
cassette tapes and so once adjusted the same tape
type should be used. For Sony HF 90 tape the opti-
mum bias level was between 35Vp-p for tracks 1 and
4 ; 40Vp-p for tracks 2 and 3.

b) Bias traps are required in each of the playback
channels to reduce the bias crosstalk breaking through
via the record/playback head, from adjacent channels
which are in the record mode. ln Channel 1 the bias
trap is the series combination of L1 and C2, and at
the output of the playback preamplifier the combina-
tion of L2,R79, C25 and C26 further reduce the bias
breakthrough.

Tam Scarff builds' a ':'

faur channel re
system

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

CASSETTE
swtTcH

L_________

* NOTE: R33, C4O should be mounted on the
cassette motor ih order to reduce noise
originating frorn the pulsaling cu.rent
demand lrom the DC motor

Fig. 5 Power Supply circuit

Fig. 6 Stereo Headphone Amplifier
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(aICHANNELFADERS,
Hi P CUE & PAN WIRING

Fig. 7 lnterwiring of channel faders and pan controls

c) Bias oscillator dummy loads are required to main-
tain a constant load and thus a constant output level
from the bias oscillator

The dummy load is a variable inductor L3 and
series preset resistor RV3 used to match the parallel
combination of the erase head and AC coupled record
head.

The inductor is adjusted first to obtain the same
frequency between channel heads and dummy loads.
Then the series resistor is adjusted to get the correct
level.
c) The VU meters can be finally adjusted to set the
level recorded onto tape for a given harmonic
distortion.

Measurements
Exact measurements can be taken if a sinewave
generator and oscilloscope are available, however the
presets can be adjusted using the internal VU meters
as follows:
a Adjust bias for maximum output at 330H2
(approximately the note E4 that is the E below middle
C) using a synthesiser playing a basic sinewave type
sound like a flute sound.
o Adjust bias traps in adjacent channels for minimum
output on VU meter So with channel 1 in record
rnode adjust the bias trap in Channel 2 in playback
mode and so on for all four channels.
o Adjust the Uummy' load for minimum break-
through in adjacent channels With Channel 3 in
record mode and while Channel 2 is switched
between record and playback set up the dummy, load
on Channel 1to maintain the same minimum break-

ill frequency and
b . The Uummy,
2 mrlar manner.

Operation
It is possible to record individual instruments or voices
onto indivjdual tracks and to record up to 10 tracks
on the four track cassette without re-recording any
track more than once (See Figure 13)

Also a number of sources can be mixed together

Erase oscillator, PSU and headphone amp board.

via an external mixer and recorded onto a single track.
It is possible for the four tracks can be mixed-down
and recorded in stereo onto another machine allowing
you to keep the original tracks.

It is also possible to insert a piece, or over-record
to correct a mistake, using the remote punch in/out
jack record socket.

( b ) MASTER FADER & H/P VOLUME CONTROL

Fig. I Wiring of master fader, Headphone control,
meter and record switching
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EXTERNAL
12V DC

(c )INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY WIRING

Fig. 9 lnternal power supply wiring

BATTERY
12V

c40

<)
cAss
ON/OFF
SWITCH

TO
PCB2

TO
PCBl

cass
MOTOR

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS lall 

|/lW Mekliilm)
R1,6,9 10k

R2

R3

B4

220
430k

18k

R5 330

R7 100

f8 1k

R10,23,27,28 47k

R11,12,14 100k

R13 15k

R15,r6 1[4

R'17 3[/t3

R18 680k

819 410

R20 4R7

R2l 15k

R22 2k1

n24 560

R25,26 sk6

4 off ofthe above are required for 4 channels

R29,32,35 100k

fi30,31,33,34 4R7

836,37 47k

R38,39 470

R40,41 7k

R42,43,44,45 100k

RV1

RV2

RV3

RV4

RV5

RV6

BV7

RV8

CAPACITORS

C1;8;9,1012,14,

15,16,19,21,24

c2
c3,11,13

c4,22

c5
Lb

c7,19

c17 :

C20 l

c23
c25,2i

4k7l'torlzPreset 4off
10k SliderLog Slngtegans 4oii
50kRotaryLog i4off

50kRotaiy'Lin 4off

lOkSliderLogDualgang , .

l00kBotarytogDual!ang,,

1/100v , .

4T0p Ceiamic

10p/35V

ln Ceramic

6n8

10n HighVoltageCercmie (5000e I

1n

4gf{ abq s

C27 i

c28, l

26+

,al
V

t95i

I

FRONT PANET
(1 0FFt

BACK PANEL
t't oFF)

I
,a \

i
SIDE PANELS
t2 oFFt

OVERALL DIMENSIONS USING 17MM THICK WOOD
BASE = 384 x 286 x 4mm THICK PLYWOOD
NOTE ALL OIMENSIONS lN mm

Fig. 10 Constructional details of woodwork

.tr
TJE
ET]n
F-]
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N

I

I

i

o@ o ooo
411OA-oOo'oe

o
+-
+
+-

o
o

5 EOUAL PITCHES
oF 20 = 100

4 EOUAL PITCHES
OF15=60

Fig. 12 Back panel drilling details

Trk 1

Trk2
Trk 3
Ttk 4 A'+B'+C'+D A'+B'+C'+D

1. First 3 tracks are recorded. 2. These tracks are mixed and 3. New parts are recorded onto
recorded with a new part onto tracks 1 and 2.
track 4.

H'+l H'+l
E,+F,+G E,+F,+G E,+F,+G E'+F'+c

A'+B'+C'+D'+B'+C'+D A'+B,+C,+D A,+B,+C,+D A,+B,+C,+D
4. Tracks E+F are 5. A New part is 6.Track l istransferred 7. This leaves track 1recorded onto track 3 recorded onto track 1. to track 2 with another clear where the loth
with another part.

Fig. 13 Arrangement for ten-track recording

Part. and final part is re-
corded.
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HIGH OUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

engineered hifi equipmentthere is, designed
by the leadeE in their fleld, using the best

components that are available

With a HAFT kityou not only got more perlormance for your money

but almthe added free bonus of yourown hands{n experienceot
modern eleclronicssembly. The HAFT combination of innovative

c sund engin*ringdesign and prcf€ssionalgrade

c ur rmipe tor success in the quest for afiordable
ultimate audio lidelity.

Telephone orwrilelor your FREE LISrS givlng Iull dotails oI all our
Kits, componsnts and special ot eG. Featuredthis month is the:-

AIJDIO DESIGN SOWATT POWER Ai'PLIFIEF

Thisfantast Ho sthellagshlp
olourrange ow tehilisystem.
Thiskitisto pe hsofthecost!

Featured on therront coverol'Electlonics Today lnternational' this
mmple{estsmPffir man@allied
tothefamousHARTq JohnLinsleY
Hood'scommentson thusiastic:-

'Theilternalvitrlslhatotathorcughlyproiessional pimeolaudio
gear, neat elegant and tunctional. This impGssion is grsally
ieinlorced by lhe internal appearance, which is redolentolquality,
both in compon€nts and in layout."

containedwithi kfitted
withlEcmainsi ryeasy
allthewiring is

e6.60

e2,85
844.39

HART TC1 TEST CASSETT€;:OW]rj€rnbut, lriple purpose test
casselte. Sets tape aimuth, VU levd and

DEMl Mains PoweEd Tspe Head

Perflalloy Heod lor auto-reverse

Ourn#AUTUMNMINTER'90 Listis FBEE Send foryourmpynw.
Overseas customgrswslcome, plesesend 2 lFlCs tocoversurlace
post, or5 forAirmail

We nowaccept inland andoveseas orders by postortelephoneon
all Access/Maslercharge and Visa credit cards

Please add part cost ofcarriage and insurance aslollows:
INLAND: Orders upto t20- t'1;

Ordors overC20 - e2 50; Noxt day - eg

OVEBSEAS: Please seethe ordering
information with our lists

Rear of 4-channel recorder

HART AUDIO KITS - YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI.FI
The standard ampliler@meswith theoption ol a stereo LED power

an optional extra

"tr
mtl
rfimFl

switched frontend stagewhich even
lacility. This means that for use with
ndeed any other lat' inpub the PweI

amplirier n its own, withou
siqnal ha &r your spscialsignal ha
'Slare'and
power meter are alsd
All amplif iers f it within
our400 56riesTuner I

textured matt

Kll00S SLAVE Ampliller Kit. Total cost of all parts is

SPECIAL OISCOUNT PRICE ONLY

Kl1ooM MONOBLOC Amplillerkil. Total costofall parts is c29/.65
SPECIALDISCOUNTPRICEONLY ,,,. .,. C253.OO

All HAFT kits are designed to the very highest slandards for easy

home mnstruclion, and can be built by anyone with reasonable
ll not convinc build it
canorderthe loread
ndthecostw it!

1 |0OCM Constructlon Manusl. 20+ pages of step by step assembly

instruclions, circuitdiagramsandrull parts identifietion list 85.50

RLHllReprlntsolthelatsstlgSgarticles ., ..,.C1.60

Our FREE LIST has furlher details ofthis kil as well as our range of

superqualitytuneE ALPSprecision potsandtaperecordercircuits.
Send for your copy.

Doyourtapeslacktreble?Aworn headcould betheproblem Fitting
one oiour roplacement heads could restore performance to better
than newl Standard induclances and mounting makefitting easy on

nearly all machines and our rc1 Test Cassette helps you set the
spot on fu we arethe actual importeG you get prime parts

compareourprices with othersuppliers and see! All
llefor usewith any 0olbysystem and are normally

,!V€ also stock a wide range ofspecial headsfor
USETS

High quality head wilh excellent

lowcost Suitableforchrom€
replacement headfrom hi-li

price too!

. 816.79

onplaybackduetoresidualheadma ..........t4.08
DEMi15Eleclrcnic,Ca8lsetteType, ..........88.51

?
E

N

E
E
I

g
U

o

p

Spr ng

Fig. 14 Dimensions for cassette Record/Replay
heads

I Azimuth

HABT kits give you the
opportunity to build the very best

punchedforaccuracy. - t 'la. 
d., '3!*\f

K1lOO STANDARD Amplllier Kit. Total cost ot altparts is€5&3.5q
SPECTAL DTSCOUNT PRICE ON1Y..........................J..!EPqra2
ItBargraph PowerMeternotrequired.................. Deduc'tt3fl81
lf Palav lnnril sv.lam rcouire.'l ... .... AOO Cg0hlf R6lay lnput Systom required . ....,......
kiioot oiti6, iriin eoi,iprat"o.p""r"i i"i.in"ii ...

QUALITY AUDIO KITS (06s1) 6528e4 ALL PRME$ NCI"UDE VAT
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AUDIOTIPS I

I

High Quality Headphone Amplifier

measured on Radford test kit at less than 0.01% for
maximum output. Noise is less than _g0dB
unweighted. Power bandwidth is less than 10Hz to
over 50kHz. Slew rate is greater than SVlus.

R1
330k !

c4
220u
6V3

R7
3k9

o3

R 10
10k NOTE:

01.3 BCY70
02 8C107

!c2' lu0 oo/?

o4,5 BFYs1
with heat sinks

3sv

LSl
8-600R

OV

", I iiir
B6
22kol

R8
33k

\>
.-l a;,' /T

os /l)
R3
470k \l>

R9
47k

Active Audio Filter
the main drawhack of passive IF filters is their
I insertion loss when using inductors. necessitating

the use of a two or three stage high-gain preamp to
compensate for this loss. With an active audio filter
the insertion loss can be low, non-existent or even
provide gain. In this FET filter there is virtually no

insertion loss. When this filter is incorporated in a
receiver and switched in, there is an apparent
improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio and read_
abili low freq
and the filter
noti aking lis

l*
- 

10u
.J,25v NorE:

41.2 MPF102/5

o'l 10k 100k

^^ffisw'l a

i 1n5 1n5

R

47n

5ti0k

560k

3k9

33k

FBOTVI
lr4lXEF

AUDIO
TPUT

LN
E{+-{
t-r
=JTJ
FE
H
TJ

Simple Sound
Effects

Note that the negative supply from the battery does
not go to the negative supply pin on the IC, which
must be the buffered version of the 4001.

Altering the 33n capacitor or 100k resistor
changes the basic frequency, and the 2M0 pot adjusts
the speed of the rise and fall of the tones. A pp6
battery was used to drive the circuit and has been in
regular operation for six months without replacement.
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Stereo Balance Meter

11 alance on a stereo amplifier is usually set b; ear.
ElUut this of course .un b" uu.y dif{iculi ro 1uige li
an amplifier has a balance meter at al). lt is usuaily of
the centre-zero moving coil type - bulkgr. el6-
fashioned looking and expensive This circuit is

designed to overcome all of these problerns
The outputs from each channel are fed to the two

inputs of lC1, this being connected as a djfferential
amplifier. If the left and right channels are of equal
levels, the output of IC1 will have irs output at about
halfway between the supply rails lf the left channel
gets above the level of the right channel, the output
of IC1 will approach the 0V rail If the right channel
is loudest, the output becomes positive

lC2 and 3 are also differential amplifiers, but in
this case they are driven by the output of lCl LEDs
form a display at the outputs of the two lCs. Pin 2 of
lCs 2 and 3 each go to a preset across the supply. In
practice, the preset in conjunction with IC2 is set to

hold pin 2 slightly above 0V and the preset connected
to lC3 is set to hold pin 2 just below supply voltage.
These settings, however, must be set by trial and error
so that the circuit works accurately.

The output of lC1 is connected to the non-
inverting inputs of lC2 and 3. If the output of IC1
approaches the supply rail, the outputs of ICs 2 and
3 will also go high, thus illuminating LED 3. This
would happen if the right channel were dominating.
If the ieft channel were dominant, the outputs of ICs
2 and 3 would be low, thus illuminating LED 1. If the
two channels were equal in amplitude, the outputs of
ICs 2 and 3 would be high and low respectively,
lighting up LED 2.

The circuit can easily be added on to a ready
constructed unit without using up large amounts of
panel space, or used as an add-on unit for a high-fi
system. The unit draws about 20mA, so battery
operation is practical.

BIGG 9O'S

ND BET ecade
COMPONENT

CATATOGT]E

GREEN.LED

BALANCED

-r LED2

1itei4 1k0

-{!l ilrl -!! DtSpLAyItf r--r---rl
LVI

NOTE
tc1 2 3 lL1

ELE[TR['\IM

. ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK

. EAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE

. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES; QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

. DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED

. NO MINIMUM ORDER

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO Erc
FOR f1.50 TO RECEIVE YOUR CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
CATAI-OGUE
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his project follows on from last month's
Infra-lock article. In ihis I mentioned the
fact that most remote control links work on
much the same principle, so one basic
system can have a large number of

tipped soldering iron is used. Do not forget the single
wire link near IC1. In the prototype, the mains
connections were soldered direct to the pCB, as was
the photodiode The latter must obviously be able to
receive radiation from the transmitter, so it is
positioned behind a piece of clear plastic sheet - the
red filter from an LED dtsplay would also do the job
nicely. The PCB shouid, in ihe interest of electrical
safety, be secured to the bottom ofthe plastic case with
nylon nuts and If this procedure
is followed the Ifectively double
insulated and a is only needed if
required by the load, which is connected via a terminal
block attached to the inside of the casing.

Alignmen b using
a 15V power s o ails of
the circuit and in aid of
an oscilloscope and a x10 probe, the period of the
oscillator in IC2 (as measured at pin 1) should be
adjusted by means of RV1 until it is equal to l/ 40 of
the '0' interval of the transmitter (see last month's article
for further details of the timing). The desired address
is set up on SW1-4: SW1 is the LSD and SW4 the
MSD. By pressing the corresponding switch on the
transmitter and then the bn'or bff position when the
circuit is first switched on. If not, switch off and check
your construction and timing alignment. There is
really not much to go wrong with this circuit! If and
when you have success, the unit can be connected
up to the load and is ready for use.

HO\v IT WORKS

possible applications. The present project uses the
same basic system for simple on/off remote control.
Up to 16 receivers can be used, each having a different
address. The receiver is a compact unit which
connects between the mains and the controlled
device. Unlike last month's Infra-Lock project, security
is not necessary so the receiver can be housed in its
own separate box if desired. A power relay is used as
the switching element, which allows trouble-free
control of large loads (up to 2kW) such as heaters. I
will also describe an alternative switching system
which enables the system to be used with suih ihings
as power-operated doors and home or stage curtains.
Some extra switches will need to be added to the
transmitter (see photo).

Construction
Allthe circuitry is contained on the single small pCB,
the construction of which is straightforward if a fine-

, D1

1N

R9
l5k

R8
47k

o1 ;I I
?

=

BLA/ r f
12V I

ssoaV

n)

R18
21 0R

I

D3
LVE

8k

I

l6

vl

R10
15k

o o>
IN

1.,

t,;
V:

R6
560R

-L ii\ , 31 tc2

co

+

zotl

+c7
I lo00u

16V

NOTE:
tc1 = T1062/NE5s32
tc2 = ML924
01 = 8C557()2 = 8C547
Dl = BPW41/TtL'tOOil
D2,3 = 1N4148
2D1 = 16V 1W3

RVl .
took.

1 D2

c6
10Ou
16V

R3
lMo R5

22k
[_  o> hiz' \ l'.

lok v
a2

+ cs
: 4uj

r6v

22On

I
",F22nT

B7
l00k

R15
41k

R1 1,14
ALL 1OOK

Fig. 1 Receiver circuit diagram.
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address set by SW1-4, 0nce addressed, received codes which have

their l\4SB set will be treated as data and latched on outputs A-0, ln

this circuit only output A is used, set and reset by the codes 1000'l

and 10000 respectively. These codes are sent when the 'on' and 'off'

switches on the transmitter are operated, 0utput A of lC2 drives the

relay RLA1 via 02, The relay coil current is Iimited bY R18 to keep it

within the capabilities of the reactive power supply, while C6 provides

a switch-on 'kick' to ensure that the relay pulls in smartly. The power

supply is formed by C7, D3, ZD1, and C8. R19 serves to discharge

C8 when the unit is unplugged. R20 acts as an inrush cunent limiter

and fuse{!). For this reason it should be left as the type specified,

PARTS LIST
,'r',,,,R B!i{afl llW carbon unless specified}

R 68k

R 1NI

n4,5 ,

RO

R7

R8,i5
,ff9;!0

R1114 ,.RJ1'

,R19',', 
,.

,,R19 ' r'

l00k SIL resistqr pack

270R

33Rl/rw , ''
10& enolosed sub)mirl, cqrme! horitofltal

22k

560R

100k

47k

15k

U I,J
zD1

CAPACIT0RS lall polyester unless specifiedl

cl ',rOOn

':'C2,'; , ', 22n

Fig. 4 Component overlay for receiver.

FROM IC2 PIN 1']

Fig. 3 Modification to receiver circuit for dual relay operation

NOTE: i

lC3 = 40988E
O2,3 = BC547C
RLA1 2 = 12V)330R

CHOOSE RC NETWORKS TO GIVE
DESIRED'ON'TIME FOR NELAYS T
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c3
e4
C5

c6
c\
c8

. 2r0n): 
. :t,. :.. :. :...,..,.:.. .tt.',.,,,'

10n 
,,i l. '.. ,r:t, r :; .' ,.':1'

,:4v1' 16n.r lele )

,100tl l6v alql c
:i0001 l$yradialeleiliolytic, 

1

1t 250V,Ae .cbio X mixe'd diqleqtrii

SEMICOND R

Dl "'t,, ', 
'' 

41'oi ItL100. ,SFH205

1N4148

01

02
rc1

lc2

MISCELLANEOUS

RLAl

SW1-4 4rway DIP switch

Case, PCB, wire eto. '

12V 330BicOil; 8A 250V N.0 aoifaqt

16V 1w3

8C557

BC 547

T1062 or NE5532

M1924

LIMIT
swtTcHEs

OPEN/CLOSE
SWITCH

OR RELAY

Fig. 2 Power operated door or curtain wiring.



BUYLINES

Conclusion
As mentioned earlier, this receiver can be modified
to control curtains or automatic doors. These are
usually wired as in Figure 2. As it stands the relay in
the receiver has changeover contacts which could be
used to replace the open/close switch. However, this
means that in one state or the other the relay has to
remain energised. Whilst this is little disadvantage with
doors, which usually remain open for only a short
time, with curtains the relay would have to remain
energised for hours or days, andbizzare behaviour
could result if the power was momentarily intenupted.
To solve this problem the circuit in Figure 3 is
suggested. Here an extra relay is added, and thus
when not actually moving, both relays can be de-
energised. The on/oif commands generate a rising
or falling edge on output A of IC2, and this will trigger
one or other of the monostables and its associated
relay for just long enough for the mechanism to reach
the end of its travel. The connections to the
mechanism are shown in Figure 3 but no pCB layout
is given as the dimensions of suitable relays can be
quite variable, and the remaining cirucitry can easily
be built on a small piece of veroboard.

t
I
*
I
I

;

DISTRI

lnstrumenls/PAlAudi0 07 1-724 35fi4
Security/C0mmunlcations/CCTV 071-724 0323
Components 071-723 1008
Trade/Educali0n/Exp0n 071-258 1 831
Account f acilities available Fax: 07 1 -724 O3Z2

Wilmslow Audio's NEW ranoe of
speaker kits from Peerless."

This new range of four kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum performance.

The krt contains all the cabinet
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly).

Pictured here the Force 6,
a large floor standing design.

Dimensions:
800 x 275 x 335 mm
Response:
32 HZ. 20 KHZ
AMP Suitabllity: 30-1 20w
lmpedence:8 ohms

carr./[ns
8159 E13 pr.
fl79 E13 pr.
1199 t15 pr.
t245 815 pr.

Wi I ms I ow [1[:,':1,:5'n!' 
=.,","

Audio Knutsford, Cheshire
WA1 6 8DX
Tel: (056s) 50605

DIY Speaker catalogue €t 50 ffill Tetephons 6sgji1 661j l.-l
post free (export C3.50) ll4seltl orders welcome ljtsl
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PORTASOL PROFESSiONAL PLUS FREE SUPER "OCTOPUS''

frr9.95inclp.
(M.R.P. t4e.es)

The Portasol Professional
is a completely portable
gas operated heat tool
providing the professional
with a four-in-one
precision instrument. The
unit is adjustable from
l0-60 watts and runs for
up to an hour on a single
fill from standard lighter
refills.

Each Portasol Professional comes complete
with four interchangable tips.

l)The Soldering lron is the ideal static free
tool for all soldering needs.

2) The Blow Torch operates at a

temperature in excess of I 300C which
makes it the perfect heat tool for heavy

soldering jobs, brazing or silver soldering.

3) The Hot Blow is ideal for shrink tubing
and is adjustable up to a temperature of
500c.

4) The Hot Knife cuts and cauterises

synthetic materials and is suitable for
cutting and shaping plastics, ropes and is
adjustable up to a temperature of 450C.

The Soldering and Hot Knife tips
use a unique gauze protected
catalytic material to give safe,
flameless combustion. New and
improved exhaust port design
makes for increased heat transfer
efficiency.

Don't delay - send now! For your Portasol
Professional plus ctopus"

Complete and se m to: Argus

Specialist Publica er Offer, Argus

House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, HP2 7ST. Or telephone your order
stating Access/ Barclaycard number on

0442 - 66551. Quoting ROMC/ l.

FREE
FREE OCTOPUS

WITH EVERY ORDER
RRP S5.95

The extrq honds
you're olwoys

needing.
The Octopus has been

designed to give the
professional or hobbyist a

fine, stable working base
that won't slip or wobble under pressure. The base block
can be fixed in moments with its own simple C-clamp and

it features a padded base to protect table surfaces from
marking. Use the Octopus for crafts and model-making,

holding delicate parts under the magnifier for fine
p a i n tw o r k o r t ri c kl 

ii : : [:'l*0,:,1 !?il i : L';l : f, llt :



SPECIAL OFFER TONLTRGE I
ELECTROLYTICS T

High A cans by
BIIC a quarter
distri

24344 4,?OOsrF 63V S2.OO
2434s l0,00OpF 40v 52.00
24346 15,000pF 2sV 52.50

QtyPrices(+ Vat):
24344 100+ 1.30 ]k+.65
2434516 100+ 1.50 ]k+.75

1991 CATALOGUE
YOU GET A GREAT DEAL MORE WHEN

YOU DEAL WITH GREENWELD!!
The 1991 Greenweld Catalogue, published on
October 1 st is the best yet!
* MANY SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS
* OUANTITY PRICING FOR BULK BUYERS
* 132 PAGES OF VALUE-PACKED GOODS
* NEXT SIX UPDATES PLUS LISTS INCLUDED IN PRICE
* EASYTO USEOBDER FOBM
* 1ST CLASS REPLY PAID ENVELOPE
* OUR FAMOUS BARGAIN LIST

Price to include Catalogue, current bargain list and
next six lists. All supplied with reply paid envelope
f2,50 (UK & BFPO) fS.(X) Overseas

All pices include VAT; P&P f2,()oper order Min Credit Card t5 No
CWo min official ordsrs from Education welcome & min invoice
charge t10 00
Payment is accept€d by cheque, postal order, cash inc foreign cur
rency bsnk notes/book tokens/Access/Vis/Connst
our stores have enomous stocks of components and our trade
counterisopen from 9-5 30 from l\,lon-Sat Come and w usl

PLEASE NOTE OUB NEW ADDBESS, PHONE & FAX NUI\4.
EEFS| Tol: (0703) 236363 (4 lins) Fax: (0703) 236307 EMait:
l\,!AG36026 Telex; 931 21 31 093 (GWG)

27A PARK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, SO1 3TB.EI EE

GREEl{Y\7EtD

SPECIf,LOTTER I
ON 4OV 2A TRT,NSISTORS i

TO92 case by TI. Distributor
price on 100+ is .2I.

100+ Ik+ Iok+
TIPP3I NPN .07 .04 .03

TrPP32 PNP .07 .04 .03

(Qty prices exclude VAT)

Pack of 4 of each type S1.00

SPECIALOEIER I
ONI,OGIC GHIPS I

Any mix of LS00, S04,

HC05, LS32, LSl38, LSl75,
HC423, HC54l, HC564,
HC40r7, 4040, 4050, 4093.

I00+ .I0 lk+ .05 lok+ .03

prices exclude VAT

SPECIAL OFTER
ONVOLTT,GE T
REGULTTOR :

TOg Variable voltage
reg'ulator, 1.2-37V at
1.54.

LM3I?K 51.50
100* C0.75+vet
lk* 90.50+ver

SPECITL OPPERI
oN TRIACs I

TO220 case 8A 200Y
trigcs by TI. Distributor
pribe 70p each.

Our low prices:
TIC226B 4 for e1.00

100* 0.15+vrr
1k* 0.10+vnr

SPECIf,I, OEEER T
ON 25A RECTIfIERSI

Tag ended 200V bridge
rectifiers by IR normallY
costing f,4 each.

Our low prices:
26MB20r zsA 200v s1.50

100* 0.75+vrr
1 k * 0.55+var

SPECITLOFIER I
ONsTREGULf,TORSI

These high current
devices normally sell for
around fl0 each.

Our Iow prices:
LASrgos 5V 53.00
Lf,Srgr2 lzv S3.00

100* 2.00+vrr
1k* 1.50+var

SPECIAI, OFIER I
ONSOI'ND GENERTTORSI

Popular AY-3-8910 sound
generator chip by GI
selling normally for
a.bout €,5.

Our Iow prices:
f,Y-3-89r0 52.00

100+ 1.30+vrr
1k* 0.80+vrr

SPECITL OPFER I
ON Z8O.E GPUs I

This popular 4MHz CPU
by Zilag normally cost
f,Z each.

Our low prices:
Z80A 4MHz CPU 75p

100* 0.35+vrr
1k* 0.25+vnr

SPECIT,L OFFER I
OND.f,RLINGTON I
TRANSISTORS I
40V 80W l2Awithhp.
of 750 tr 5A!!

I + 100+ Ik+
BDW93 40p .20 .15
BDW94 40p .20 .I5

(Qty prices exclude VAT)

1P_P 9.r{_r_9rl-11_ _ _ __ ION14 WLTTHI-[I.EMPI

5 Iead TO220 package by
STC normally retailing at
over f,2.00!!

1- r00-
TDtr2030 Sr.00 .50
(Qty price excludes VAT)

SPECIT,L OTFER I
ON MT,GNETS I

High quality ceramic
magmets in 2 sizes at a
very special price:

21889 20nun diax5m thick
r0/ cr.60

100+ 0.09+vAT lk* 0.06+ver

21890 26 x 1I x gmm l0l 22.00
I00+ 0 12+vAT Ik+ 0.08+vAr

SPECI.EL OFFER I
ON 2kxSSRAM'sl

Low power version of
this popular RAM by
Hitachi, normally about
f,2.50 each.

Our low prices:
HM6ll6r.P-4 Sr.00

I00 + 0.60+vrr
1 k * 0.40+vrr

SPECIALOIFER I
ONLCDMODT'LE I
Dot Graphics LCD module bv
Hitachi, ^type LM200 240 . 60
dot, display areal32 x 39mrn.
Supplied with data - original
cost tI00.

24335HitachiModule f30.00

(These can be driven by the
HD6l83 controller which has
built in character generator
etc. t20.00)

SPECII.L OTFER I
ONDC.DC CONVERTERS I

Heayberd PC mounling
5lx51run. 48V DC input.
List price C50 + .

21893 5V lAoutput 82.00
21894 l2V 420mA output e2.00

I00+.80+vAr
Ik+ .50+vAr

Please note these are ex-equip
but fully operational.

sPEcrALOrrER ION SWITCH MODE PSU r

Astec Model AAI253l.
ll5/230V 50/60H2 input.
Size 160 x 104 x 4srirm.
Panel partially enclosed
in steel case. Outputs:
5V(({ 5A; lzvkr l50mA.

r,r,r253t s6.95
100* 3.50+vnr
lk* 2.80+vrr

SPECTELOTFER t
ONR.EMMODT'LES i

Dynamic RAM module by NEC
type MC4I256A8A-12. These
SIP'S are on panels 79 x lTrnrn
and have 8x4l256's giving
256k of memory. Similar
to RS638-403. Their price
s107.00.

zl8t8 S30.00

SPECIALOFEER I
ON RESISTORS I

Huge parcel of resistors -
mostly bardbliered in boxes of
1000, 2000 or 4000 or on reels
of 5000. Inorder to get a good
selection, you need to buy a
lot! RefK529.

25,000 t25
100.000 174+uAr
250,000 5I70+vAr
1,000,000 C500+vAr

SPECIALOTIER ;
ON TT,NT BE.trDS i

Top quality tantalum
bead capacitors by AUX,
bandoliered.

2.2yrF 25Y Smmpitch l0/€l
I00*.04+ver
lk+.025+vet

SPECIAI, OTIER I
ON SWITCHMODE PSU i

Astec 65 watt model BM4l012
ut via

and
Fully
case

I75 x I35 x 65mm. Outputs
on socket: + 5V 3.754,
+l2v i.54, -lzv 0.44

aM4l0r2 514.95
100+ S11.00+vAr

lk+ C8.00+vAT
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REPAIR/ATG
OSCruLOSCOPES

make sure that any capacitors in the circuitry that you
are working on are discharged after you switch off but
before you touch the circuit, they can holci their
voltage for a long time. Lastly, always use your meter
correctly. It is almost impossible to blow up a meter
whilst working on low voltage circuits but it is

extremely easy to blow up one when working on high
voltage equipment.

Always treat a live circuit with the same respect
that you would a live mains circuit.

Wbat To Look For When Buying
A Scope
The worst single thing that can happen to a'scope is
for the CRT to fail. Don't buy equipment that has an
obvious problem in this department. Quite often the
tube has been taken out but you can use the rest as
spares. Sometimes a CRT appears with a large ion
burn on it's face. Again, this is extremely undesirable.

Sometimes there is a note on the thing stating
that there is a problem in a particular part of the
circuitry. Occasionally these are inaccurate and the
person who wrote the note simply drew the wrong
conclusions from the symptoms. Always try to get a
manual or a circuit diagram with it. This will save you
a lot of time and trouble later.

You might come across a'scope that has two
brilliance and focus controls. This sort of equipment
uses a tube that has two electron guns to produce two
traces. These tend to be more trouble than they're
worth despite their novelty value.

Sometimes a scope will have been stored in a
garage or outhouse of some description. The equip-
ment will probably have been exposed to the damp
so most of the capacitors will need replacing. Avoid
this

Look at the mains cable at the plug end. Is the
insulation in poor repair? If so then the equipment has
probably not been plugged in for a long time. There

might well be a calibration sticker on the equipment
that is usually a pretty good indication of when it was
last in service.

Initial lbsts
So, you've got the tcope home and on the bench and
are about to plug it in for the first time. First of all you

f you go to a lot of amateur radio rallies of junk
sales you might have noticed that there are a

lot of otd scopes about. By old I mean more
than twenty years or so. There might be a little
note tacked on the top saying something like

Timebase faultyl and the who)e thing might look quite
tatty and dirty. This may not look very promising but
many people failto realize that o{ten there is very little
wrong with the equipment, at least nothing that can't
be put right with a few hours attention, It is most likely
that the equipment will use valve technology and
many people know little about circuits that use those
glowing glass tubes. This article aims to give a {ew
words of advice to anyone who happens to see a
'scope for sale and fancies their chances at getting it
working.

You will need a DMM or an accurate analogue
multimeter with a maximum operating voltage of at
least 1000V Another'scope can also come in handy
if you can borrow one If you have a manual or circuit
diagram then you can increase your chances of
success by about 50009o.

For the purposes of ihis article I have assumed
that you know about the principles behind the opera-
tion of CRO's, if you don't then there's no way you'll
be able to repair one.

It is most likely that the equipment you get hold
of will use valves. Bear in mind at all times thatthese
circuits operate at supply voltages generally in excess
of 250V. These voltage are potentially fatal and you
should observe a few safety precauticns when work-
ing on them. Firstly, never touch an assembly or board
when it is switched on These are not TTL circuits and
you will almost certain ly get bitten Secondly, always
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Fig. 1 Oscilloscope block diagram.



should have a quick peek inside, just to see that
everything is there and in place. Just for interest, check
the date on the capacitors, this will give the approxi-
mate year of manufacture. For instance, 1JUN 65'
means June 1965 or'5732' which means week 32
oI 7957 . Check for components that are blackened
and crispy, this is a dead giveaway that something
serious is wrong. Assuming that everything looks
okay, if a bit dusty, you should measure the resistance
between case and Live of the mains input lead. With
the instrument switched on there should be an infinite
reading on the ohmmeter. This is not a conclusive test
but should show if a fatal condition could exist.

This is an opportune moment to remind the
reader to take all necessary safety precautions. The
testing of any piece of electronic equipment is
potentially dangerous, and the older the equipment
the more this is so. Anybody working on this sort of
thing should never become complacent about the
hazards involved. Always, when making a measure-
ment on a live circuit, put your free hand in a pocket
or behind your uack. Never lean on a earthed chassis
whilst working 'livei Oscilloscopes are particularly
dangerous as all CRTs require high voltages that,
although not always fatal, are extremely unpleasant
to experience at first hand. For obvious reasons it is
extremely unwise to wear metal watchstraps, identity
bracelets etc whilst working on live circuits.

Now I've made my point it's time to plug in the
'scope.

Before you do that it's always a good idea to
check the input voltage setting. You will probably have
no idea where the equipment has come from and it
may be set up for American mains at 120V Putting
240V in could be a costly but easily avoidable mistake.
Having made sure allis well you can apply power. This
is a rather tense moment as the thing could explode

in your face, your most useful sense is that of hearing,
you will hear something go wrong before you see it
or smell it. I usually work with a radio playing in the
background but would never plug in a piece of kit for
the first time without being able to hear exactly what's
golng on.

Let's assume that there is no immediate sheet of
flame and that your house is not plunged into com-
plete darkness (don't laugh - it happens). Your next
task is to find out what the 'scope can't do A typical
symptom might be on trace on the CRI or a spot but
no horizontal trace, or inability to focus, or no vertical
deflection or a combination of these. Before you

decide where to start looking you must be aware of
all the symptoms. If no trace is visible then turn the
brilliance controlfully clockwise, the trigger control to
AUTO' and play with the X any Y shift controls for
a few minutes. If nothing appears then that's as far as
you can go until you get that sorted out.

Assuming that something appears on the face of
the CRT, check that it can have it's brilliance altered
and that it can be focused to give a sharp display. Next
check that a horizontal trace can be produced in all
positions of the timebase 'SPEED' switch. Check that
the X and Y shift controls do their thing. With a finger
on the Y input, check that vertical deflection occurs
with the Y'SENSITIVITY'switch fully clockwise You
should get something that approximates to sinewave
at mains frequency. If the timebase appears to be
present then try to get a stable display by manipulating

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

( c ) PENTOOE

Fig. 2a Typical valve biasing techniques.

OIRECTLY HEATED INDIRECTLY HEATED
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Fig. 2b Basic valve construction.
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the trigger controls. If there is a calibration output then
check that this is present. The foregoing is a basic

functional test and should show up any major
problems.

The art of a good trouble shrcter lies in his (or

her) ability to tellwhere, approximately, the fault might
lie by simply observing the symptoms. Refer to the
block diagram c! a'scope (Figure 1). If the operation
of oscilloscopes is well understood then the reader
should have no trouble determining where to look.
If, on the other hand, you are not familiar with the idea

of flyback suppression, synchronisation, and deflec-
tion techniques, then these notes might be of some
use.

No trace or spot on the CRT indicates a problem

in the CBT supply and biasing circuits. Inability to

focus or poor brilliance are also indicative of a problem

here.
No horizontal trace or an olfset trace means a

fault in the timebase and/or X deflection amplifier. No
vertical deflection means that something is wrong in
the Y amplifier. Inability to trigger or no calibration
signal are self explanatory in their location.

The foregoing is by no means an exhaustive list

of faults that you may encounter but, by using similar
logic it should be possible to pin them down to a

general area.
Having decided where to start looking you will

now need to fault find at component level. If you have

no experience of valve technology then you might find
A crash course in valves'useful.

A Crash Course In Valves
If you have never had to work on valve equipment
and only heard about valves you might be forgiven
for thinking that they are extremely unreliable and
dangerous to use. This is only partially true. There are

an almost infinite variety of valves, many types are still

in production because semi-conductors cannot do the
job. I will confine my description to the type of low
power receiving valves normally found in instruments
and that have now been totally replaced by semi-
conductors. All valves rely on movement of electrons
within a vacuum. This is why valves are always
encased in glass or metal. If you look at a glass cased

valve you will notice a rather beautiful silvery mirrored
effect. This is the result of an incomplete chemical
reaction that was started the day the valve was made.
The practical up-shot of this is that if any gas enters
the valve, due to a crack or a broken seal, the silvering
starts io turn white as the reaction completes. Thus
a'gassyl and hence useless, valve is indicated by a

white deposit within it. Just like tyres, valves can have

a slow leak and the change in the silvering could take

several days. There are four main types, diodes,
triodes, tetrodes and pentodes. The first and simplest
of these is the diode (see Figure 2bl. The original
diode had two electrodes (hence di-ode). The
cathode consisted of fine wire, similar to an

incandescent Iamp. The anode was simply a plate of
metal. When the cathode was heated, electrons could
leave it and would be attracted towards the anode if
it was positive with respect to the cathode. By this
means a current could flow from anode to cathode
(remember conventional current flow). If the anode
was negative then any electrons that left the cathode
would be repelled from the anode and no current
would flow. As you can see, a valve diode behaves
in a very similar way to a semiconductor diode, the
main difference being that a valve diode may drop
several volts in it's forward mode, whereas a semi-
conductor diode will only drop 0.6-1V. Most diode
valves have a slightly different elechode anangement.
Instead of the cathode being a single wire, it is a small
cylinder coated with oxide. This, itself, does not
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produce heat but the centre is packed with a heating
element. This gives improved performance and valve
life. The two types of cathode are known as directly
and indirectly heated respectively (Figure 2b). The
anode is almost always of a tubular construction
(though the Americans persisted to call it a'plate'for
decades after it stopped being so).

A hiode is very similar in construction to a diode
except that the cathode is surrounded by a spiral of
wire called a 'grid'. Electrons that travel from the
cathode to ihe anode must pass through the grid. As
this grid is much closer to the cathode than it is to the
anode, it can have much greater control over anode
current than the anode can itself. If the grid is at the
same potential as the cathode then current will pass

unhindered to the anode. If the grid is taken negative
of the cathode then electrons will be repelled from the
grid and return to the cathode, never reaching the
anode. The more negative the grid, the less anode
current flows untilthe valve is completely cut off. The
grid is never taken positive of the cathode so no grid
current passes. By this means a small signal on the
grid will cause a larger signal to appear on the anode
if a suitable anode resistance is supplied. The change
in anode current for a given change in grid voltage is

called the mutual conductance and is measured in

mA/V Some readers may have spotted a similarity
in behaviour between the triode valve and the
n-channel JUGFET. This is a perfectly good com-
parison as they behave in almost exactly the same

way. Despite this, the tiode was replaced by NPN and
PNP bipolar transistors.

A development of the triode was the tetrode. This
has a second grid, called a screen grid, between the

control grid and the anode. This is at a similar or

slightly lower voltage than the anode. It purpose is to

reduce the Miller capacitance between the controlgrid
and anode. This means that much higher gains can

be achieved without the valve oscillating. An unfor-
tunate side effect of this is the introduction of a 'kink'
in the transfer curve of the valve called the negative

resistance region. This can give rise to distortion. To

combat this a further grid was added between ihe
screen grid and the anode called the suppressor grid

This was always kept at cathode potential or simply
earthed. This device was called a pentode. The

symbols for all these valves are shown along with
typical biasing arangements in Figure 2a. If you think
that these look similar to transistor biasing circuits
youd be right, except that these circuits were around
long before transistors were invented'

A few points are common to all these valves.

Firstly, the cathode must always be hot for the valve
to work (:1000oC). This should be evident by a

OR

,r.."#,"''''"
Fig. 3a Power supply found in older units.
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UNREGULATED DC FROM
CIFCUIT SIMILAR TO 3.1

REGU LATED
HT OUT

Fig. 3b A regulated HT supply.

bright yellow glow in the cenhe of the valve. If this does
not occur then the heater may be open circuit (a
common fault). Secondly, valves are extremely
tolerant to overloads and over voltages (except heater
voltages which should always be within 5% of their
stated value). Unlike semiconductors which blow
instantly, valves will stand instantaneous overloads of
many times before finally expiring

Another advantage of valves is their ease of
replacement. If a transistor blows you generally have
to desolder it, valves simply fit into sockets.

The final, and most important, point is one of
safety. If you have bothered to read this section then
you have probably never worked on valve equipment.
Most valve circuits work in positive supply lines of
about +350 volts. If you are used to +12V supplies
you might be in the habit of poking around the circuit
whilst it is switched on. If you should continue this
practice when working on high voltage stuff you will
not stay breathing long. Valve equipment requires a
healthy respect and you should never feel completely
happy about making measurements on a live circuit,
though you will always need to. I find it helpful to keep

in mind the fact that only 100mA flowing across ones
chest will easily kill. There is also nothing more
disconcerting than realizing that the black and crispy
object hanging from the light fitting used to be a
colleague.

Power Supply Faults
If, upon switching on, absolutely nothing happens
then you may have a fault in the power supplies. If
you have a circuit diagram then there will be obvious
supply lines. Check the voltages on these lines using
your meter. As a general rule they should be within
5-10% of their nominal value. If you have no diagram
then measure the voltage on the collectors of a few
transistors or the anodes of a few valves. There will
almosi always be voltage test points marked in obvious
places, these should be checked. If all supplies appear
to be present and up to strength then you may have
a fault in the CRT supply,/biasing circuits. Assuming
that one or more of the supplies appears so be low
or missing you must find out why. A few typical PSU
circuits are shown in Figure 3. If your'scope is of the
early valve type then Figure 3a will be of the same
type. If yours is of the more up-market valve type then
the supplies will be electronically controlled, (Figure
3b).

If the scope is of the transistor variety then Figure
3c might be similar to it. These circuits, like all others

in this article (unless otherwise stated), should not be
taken as gospel and are for illustration purposes.

Figure 3a shows a classic un-regulated linear
power supply. Mains is applied to the primary of T1
by the usual means of fuses and switches (not shown
for clarity) V1 is a double anode diode and works in
exactly the same way as a normal diode except that
there are two anodes. This full wave rectified DC is
smoothed by CL, C2. C3, R1 and R2. A further
tapping on T1 is half wave rectified by V2 to provide
a high negative voltage that is smoothed by C4. In
later'scopes V2 was replaced by selenium rectifiers.
These behave in a similar way to diodes except that
the can carry an almost infinite instantaneous current.
If any of the positive supplies are missing then V1
could be faulty, any of the resistors could be open
circuit or even the primary or secondary of T1 could
be open. If any of the supplies appears to be low then
there could one or two causes. A large amount of
ripple on the supply lines will appear to be a reduced
voltage so you must first check the ripple content with
either another scope or the AC range of your volt-
meter in series with a O.lpF/ 40OV capacitor. If the

ripple is rnore than a few volts peak to peak then you
might have a leaky or open circuit capacitor (a very
common fault). The rectifier valve may have gone low
emission, the only cure {or which is a new valve. If all
looks okay so far then measure the AC coming out
of the transformer. lf this is low then it is likely that it
has a few shorted turns due to dampness or just
breakdown of insulation, a new transformer is needed.

The negative supply follows similar rules except
that where a selenium rectifier is used this might well
be faulty. What ever you do with a selenium rectifier,
after twenty years or so, they go high resistance. If your
supply lines are low this will almost certainly be
contributing to the problem. The only remedy is
replacement. Do not try and replace with another
selenium device as this will probably have similar
defects. You must use a high voltage silicon diode
(1N4007, BY126 and 127 etc) in series with a suitable
resistor. The resistor is very important. Selenium
rectifiers, even when new, had a very high forward
resistance. The circuit designer will have taken this into
account when the circuit was originally produced. The
only way to determine the value of this resistor is by
trialanderror Startoff with lOkandcheckthesupply
line voltage. If this is too low then reduce the resis-
tance, if too high then increase it. I normally find a few
k adequate. Do not be tempted to leave out the resistor
even though the circuit appears to work perfectly well.
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current drawn through R1. This can be a real red
herring

Figure 3c is the sort of PSU that might be found
in older solid state equipment. It's really nothing more
than a discrete voltage regulator, the sort of thing you
ought to be familiar with. Newer scopes use IC regu-
lators such as the 78 and 79 series, in which case you
should have no trouble at all. It's possible (though

You will be putiing a big strain on the smoothing
capacitors and they wlll eventuaily explode!

If all the components seem okay but your supply
lines are stili low then its likely that something is

drawing too much current This is a extremely difficult
fault to find as almost everything draws current from
the supply. The only way to flnd this is to isolate each

bit of circuitry in turn until the supply returns to full
strength

The circuit of Figure 3b uses negative feedback
to provide a stabilised supply. All the preceding

comments about unregulated supplies apply equally
well here, there are also some extra points to consider

V3 is used to provide a stable reference voltage
(usually about 150V). V3 is a gas filled device, similar
to a neon, that will drop a constant voltage. This sort

of thing was often known as a stabiliser tube and rva's

used in any application that we might use a zener

diode or diac in nowadays This reference is compared
to a potted down version of the output voltage by V2.
a double triode connected as a long tailed pair The

error signal is used to drive the grid of the main pass

triode. Note the use of R1 This is to reduce dissipation

in V1 and thus allow a smaller valve to be used If any

of this feedback circuitry stops working then an

incorrect output voltage will be produced Note that

R4 allows adjustment of this voltage. An interesting
and misleading fault can appear if a similar con-
figuration to R1 is used You might find that the output
voltage is unusually high, This could well be due to
insufficient current being drawn from the circuit Thjs

sort of configuration relies on current being drawn
through R1 to pull the output voltage down below the

desired value, at which point V1 starts conducting and

the voltage will rise. If insufficient current is being
drawn then V1 will be completely cut off and output
voltage will be totally dependani on the reduced

extremely unlikely) that you might come across a unit
that has a switch mode PSU in it. In this case you really
need the help of someone with experience of these
as they can be a real pain

Once more, a word about safety. Regulated high
voltage supplies are just as dangerous as mains, they
can easily deliver the cunent that is required to kill and
will happily do so if given half a chance. Bear in mind
that the capacitors in such a circuit (or any that
operates off of high voltages) will retain their charge
after switching off. It's always a good idea to have a

flying lead connected to the chassis to touch on each
capacitor after switching off but before putting your
hands inside.

UNREGULATED
IN PUT

NOTE: HT FOR THE TUBE IS NORMALLY GENERATED BY AN INVERTER

Fig. 3c Solid state discrete regulator.

SOFT.C.A.D.
ISIS SUPERSKETCH
ISIS SUPERSKETCH is a purpose designed program

lilr clrawing circuit tliagrams. Our Graphical User
Interface and Intelligent Diagram Erlitor combine to
leave all other butlget packages far behind in this

application. For example, you can draw a wire from
pin to pin in just 4 mouse operations: point at first
pin, click, point at second pin, click' The wire
autorouter does the rest.

PCB II
PCB II is a new state of the art manual PCB layout
package sharing the same Graphical User Interface as

ISIS SUPERSKETCH. It also features Topological
Route Editing which is easy to learn and yet stunningly
powerful... our demo disk will reveal all!

For a limited period only, we are offering ISIS
SUPERSKETCH (Extended library) and PCB ll fo' just
f.149 - can you at'ford not to join the CAD revolution?

Topologicel Bout6 Eoror
Unllmited u3€r conligurable pad,
track and vla styles.
Full surlace mount support.
2 copper + 2 sllk leyers.
1 thou resolution.
3Ox30 inch max board size.
Obiect oriented 2D drawing for
silk screen graphics.
Drivers for dot matrix, pen
ploners, lasers, POSTSCBIPT,
oerber. etc. etc..

Auto wire routing
Auto dot plecement.
P,uto name generator.
Powerful editing tacilities.
Obiect orlented 2D drawing
with symbol library.
Comprehensive device
libraries available.
Output to dot matrix, pen
plotters, lasers, POSTSCRIPT.
Export to DTP packages in
IMG or DXF formats.
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PRICES
SUPEBSKETCH (Basic Library) ....... 869
SUPERSKETCH (Extended Library). e99
PCB il ................................................ e69
SUPEBSKETCH (Exr Lib)+PCB ll ....,El49
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Call for demo disks
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PCB FOIL
PAfTERATTS

The lnfra Switch foil

EASY.PC, SCHEMATIC and PCB CAD

Runs on:-
PCXUAT/386
CGA EGA VGA.

Design:-
Single sided,
Double sided and
Multilayer boards.

Provides Surface
Mount support.

Standard output in-
cludes Dot Matrix
printer, l-aser
Printer Pen Plotter,
Photo-plotter and
N.C. Drill.

Fast Professional Quality Output at an Affordable Price

Sti!I
Only

898.00!

BRIT!SH

AWARD

til'dj:Tbf:EJ:lt';H:'L.u. I See us at Desktop cAD stand 4
REF:ETI, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS,PEIT 4WR, ENG[.AND.

:0480 61778 (6lines) Fax:0480 494042 ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Wetcome.
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB
TELEPHONE

ORDERS
may be made on

(0442\
6655 1

ACCESS or VISASERVICE
Decembet

E9011-1 The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided)
E9077-2 Infra-lock transmitter (2 boards)
E9011-3 Infra-lock re ceiver
E9011-4 Four-track cassette recorder (record/playback

one channel) ....
E9011-5 Four-track cassette recorder (Bias/erase

oscillator board .. '.. K
E9Ol2-1 Infra Switch ......... F

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Use the form or a photocopy {or your order. Please filt out all parts of the form }4ake sure you use the board reference numbers. This

,.i""U iJ""tiii"Jtt 
" 

UouiJU"t it." tells you when the projeit was published. The firsttwo numberc are the year, the next two are the
month

Teimsarestrictlypaymentwithorder.Wecannotacceptofficialordersbutwecansupplyaproformainvoiceifrequired Suchorders
will not be processed until payment is received.

N
K
H

Eg9l2-t MainsFailureAlarm..,. ....D E9010_1 Co
88912-2 Surveilance PCB . . D E9010-2 Acti
E9glz-3 Slide/Tape Synch . . E E9010-3 R4
E89t2-4 .......... L E9011-1
E8972-5 tor ......................... K

E9oo1-1 .......... J Eg1ll-2

EgooT-z ..........L E9011-3

E9oo1-3 ......... F E9011-4

E9001-4 lowVoltageAlarm........... C one

E}OO2-7 EPROM Emulator N E9011-5 Four

E)OOZ-Z Superscope Mother Board M boa

E9002-3 SuperscopeCRTDriverBoard . ...... ..... K
E\OO2-4 Superscope Timebase Board .. . . K l-Superscope Timebase Board .. . K

SuperscopeYl inputboard .. . . ... J

Superscope Y2 input board .. ... .. ... J

Superscopeswitchgenerator .. . ... .. . . E

Business power amp board . ... L
Business power supply board . J

Buslness pre-ampli{ier board ...... . ...... .. L
Water hole .. .. G
Super Siren D
VaIs badge .. F

Ee003-1 Superscope"''ll:lP:::9 'l t To: ETI pcB sERvIcE, READERS' SERVICES,

Price Price
code (inc.

vAT)
c tr.80
D L2.50
E L3.25
F f.4.00
G L4.75
H t5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L t8.80
M [10.60
N t13.10
o f.15.80
P LL7.9O
o [21.80
R f23 90

E9003-2
Ee003-3 su,erscope switch qenerator .. .. . . E i ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
Ee003-4 Businesspowerampboard .... L I HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST
E9003-5
E9003-6 Buslnesspre-ampli{ierboard ...... . ...... .. L i Please supply:
E9003-7 Water hole .. .. G I Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price Total Price
E9003-8 Super Siren t)
E9003-9 VaIs badge .. F

E9004-1 Bass Amplifier DC Protection . . ... . . . F

E7OO4-Z Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser L

E9004-3 Bass Amplifier Micro N

E}OO4-4 QuadPowerSuPPlY... O

E9005-1 Business DisPlaY . O

E9OO5-2 Phone lock and l-ogger ..... F

E9006-1 Dark Room Timer G I Post and packing LO.75
E9OO6-2 Telephone Extension Bell ...... ..... ........ C 

I

E9006-3 Telephone External Bell .... ... D i Total enclosed f.ETVUU_J rsrsPl lur lE L^LEr I r

E9006-4 Fecko Box .... ... G

E9006-5 Bug Spotter E I Please send my PCBs ta (BrocK cAprrAls pLEAsE)

E9007-1 Guitar Practice AmP .. . . G 
,

EgO07-2 Digital FrequencyMeter .. .. .. .. M I Name .

E9007-3 Footstep Alarm .. .. E 
I

E}OOT-A TiansistorTester ......... .. C i Address
E9007-5 Decision Maker .. . '. .. ...... . J I

E9008-1 AC Millivoltmeter . . ...... K 
I

E9008-2 Temperature Controller .... .. N
E9008-3FMGenerator .Ll ....Postcode... ....... I

E9OO9-2 Slide Projector Controller ..... .. ..... . E I

N I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd' IE9OO9-2 Ultimate Diode Tester ......, D ' vrrLYvLe vrrvvLv
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

KelliTaplin
0442 66551 Ext 326
Send
ETI C ASP, Argus House,Boun pstead, FlP2 ZST.

1oMByl s6d,3monthsliy....C42.Olrsach
5.25'D,DS00....................ca{.ooe6ch
5 25'driv6cas6s, r@m lordrivo PSU & lan,.,. e10.O0gach

each

0 box

€ach
Bare sitch mode PSIJ 5V 25A1N A-1N 0.1A . .,,27,N

e15,O0each
. e2,O096ch
. C4.O0gach
. C2.00 gach

. a4.q) oach

. C3.50 €ach
. E2.q) €ach

74LS TTL, pick and mix, buy 10 or more br . .. rr1itt#i
Typ6s aEilable'00 02'04' @' 11' 12' 13, 15 20' 21' 28

'27 ',30',32',33'57 '38'42'74'83 '88 '96 I O/ '1 09 '1 22 '.t32,136 139'145'151'153 157'158'162'163'184'165
'174'191 '193'253'257'298'353 '365 '390 '399 'trc

2764 EPROMS (Ex{quipmont) ....... ........ ..... Ct.00 €ach
2n28 EPFOMS (Ex€quipm6nt)....... t1,20oach or t50O5

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCMNCE LIMITED
428 EPBOMS, t2.SO oach
27!25&25 EPFOMS e3.50 eech

mplndillw prcfil€ lCssk* 10.6[)/10 es,Odlm
D cerds uaed but workinE . ... e5O.O0 eech
C Eln) 280 CPU, 3 EFROMS & 60+

., e2.meEch
nhdriwrchiB E13.0Oech
CMOS logic circuib,
....................- l&00 each

lcybard, l@ keFon bo6rd LCD& mtcrc if e8.OO6ach
Mslal prciod box* driltod E painGd but unussd

28x32.5x5cm....... .... Es.Ooeach
Toroldal mains transtormer, l2V 4A & 0.4A,

12-G12 1A &.4, gGg a........ c4.00/t !8,002 t8.00/3
VldeoTap€s, E180VHS g.Soeach
Smok dstdoc, small sizo €ZOO€ach
Smoh ddedoE, large wilh $cap€ lighl and pause

bature ,..,......... ,,.,.,. e13,00 6ACh

Prices include postage. Add 50p (plus VAT) to ordgrs below €5.00. All items new unless staied
Add 15% VAT to all pricss. S6nd an SAE lor our lat€st list orror mors info.

D_ept ETl, 374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRTDGE CB4 1SU
Tei: 0223 4246(J2 or ()831 490496 (Ptease not€, MailOrder only)

DO YOU USE TELEPHONE LINES?
CONNECT YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM

without the cost and delay ot type approval.
ACHIEVE THIS BY USING mit, receive and
hybrid systemsfor use on PS ), 

private circuits,
or Music

THE LEGAL ECONOMICAL SOLUTION for broadcast signats -Security alarm signalling -nLinfB*lf rno," tactory sites for pA. 
-

Call 0268 793381 or Fax 0268 565759 FOR FULL DETATLS

DARIRTDGE
I ELECTRONICS

A C, PARTBIDGE LTO

CALL
0442 66551

TO ADVERTISE
IN ETIFM Transmitter Klts

Also a Telephone Bug oetector Kil
B6ady b! ll FM trEnsmllto.1650 incllding &s( I k.king

Th....E Comm.El.l (l!.- W. lls !lm* ! $l.cllon ot
$.nnl.g F.4lEc m td.pbm brl.l.!ltulor..kbr

.|ts. Ehlogu.

97 LEIGH RD, ATHEBTON, GT. MANCHESTER
Telephone Atherton (0942) 891140 Mail 0rder Only

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES .GENEMTORS

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS

DVMs ' OSCILLATORS
ATTENUATORS

TEST EQUIPMENT
Contact:

COOKE INTERNAIIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis,

West Sussex PO22 OEB
Tel: 0243 545111

Fax: 0243 542457
g Wide range of items ryailable E

High quality EXTENDER CABDS are
available as circuit board only, in kit form or
f ully assembled f rom ORETECH SYSTEMS.

Board Kil Fully
only lom assembeo

EUBoCABD 6rW Fowsa o C10 C16 120
EUBoCARo 64wFowsa,c €10 t17 t21PCXT 31 Way 19 t13 t20PCAT -8/31 l,4ay 19 t'4 t21

Add 50p postage + 150/o VATIo above prices

CONTACT'

-r ORETECHSYSTEMS !r
- 

0493.442350 ErJ

CATALOGUEeI + 25pP&P
Fesslor pack 85 d fler€nt, E12 values + zero ohm link, tolal
conlenl 1oooresslo.s t895
LEOS3mmor5mmrdor gr66n 6peachyellow, 1lp€ach
Cablel6s 1p€achr5s5Fr1000C4950p6r10,000
Slepprngnolor4phas6l&75sr.p50ohms 895
W1o2/sleppingnolordivechrp a395
FMTransmillorkil,goodquellysound 4860
HEhqualilypholo.6s sl copperclad €rcryslas5 boards
Oimensions srnql6sd.d doube$d€d
3x4in 1095 €l 07
4x8in V@ C2 60
6x12h ag
121121 CI066

Conpulor grade capac[oE wlh sds (orminals 38@ul zov
€2 50

q000ullove195:68.000u115! C295 10000u116v,e1 50
7 segm6.l common ande l& display 12mm e0 45
LM431A150 lowdopoul5v regulabl 10220packag€ ro85
88250 P chann€l mosl6r t045: SC559 Vansisbr $.95 p6r 100
74L&5 h€r nvenor 110m p6.1@, used &48 Micr@onrotler
!3 50
S B/preanpassywilhrclJmdorconlrcls
& rew,nnai66cadorC695'autyC350.
cr .50.

Bour counrerused 7 dig(2{0v ac 50Er 11 45
LCO display 1 6 diql 7x 5 dots, dol marix e 50
OWEmY k6ybard, 58 kel good qlalily swilches, n6w tS 00
OWEmY keyboard wilh seiai oulpul, nodata 4500
Wid€ ra.g6 ol CMOS [L 74HC 74F Linear Traneslors kiE,
capac 106t@ls€lcalwaFlns@k Pl6as.add95plowads P&e

VAT nctudad.

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatmnh Boad, Ch$lerlield S40 2BH

&cessryis8 Orde6(0246)211202 CalleEw.lcoms

Turn your surplus
transislors, lcs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brlnk
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188

Fax Number: 0945 588844

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

WE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPTY
TOP QUATITY

SURVEILLANCE
AND SECURITY

EQUIPMENT
VHF

Aulomatic T€ ephone

Recorder, Recording

Briefcases, Bug

, DelectoE

including microcass€tte recorder, microphones,

r€c€iv€6, cass€lt€s and balt€ries

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

Wile or phone lor a detaibd calalogue to:

ffi
DEPI. ET, I72 CALEDONIAN ROAD I.ONDON, NT

?V, 
ts\*;i :l'

71.2781769E,

ETI Cortex 16-bit computer, TMS
9995 CPU, home built Powertran
kit, floppy disc drive, any
reasonable ofle rc. - 071-244 8128.

,{ & G EI,ECTRONNCS 2,7]D.
ELECTFON C COI1PONENTS MA L ORDER COI1PANY

N.990 CA,TA,L@GUtr
[S @UT N@W"

Order a catalogue now and we send you

0.5' ORANGE DUAL LED DISPLAY

Value € 2.00 absolutelyfree!!!

. FAST SERUCE

. f,OW PRICES

. LARGE DISCOUNTS

SENDElFORYOIJRCOPY Offerfora
Refundable with lirst order limited peri

PCB Design program V3.00
for Amstrad CP C664 I 6128

Mmy powerfi:l features, including:

*Double sided layouh *3 text sizes

*Silkrcreen layer *4 pad sizes

*Teit on all layen *5 trackwidths
*Mergefacility *Round/squarepads

All this and more for only f39.99 fully
inclusive. For more details and printout
sample conlact

CADsoft Systems, 18 l-ey Crescenr
Tyldesley, Manchester M29 7BD
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Start training now forthe following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 29398 (Rer:Er/11/so)

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

I lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQl4 9UN

tr

tr

n

NATI0/VAL
COLLEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Sanple 0ur Qualty With

AFREB
PRINTED CIRCUIT

BOARD
Single/Double Sided Circuits

orPlated Tlrough Hole

llite to:

PAYNE ELECTROPRINT LTD
Marcus Road, Dunkeswell,

Nr Honiton, Devon EX14 ORA

VOICE/SOI,!ND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easyto fol low diagrams
and uses only E1 00. Components
and PC.B's available. Herrington, 63
Home Farm Rd, Hanwell, London
W7 1NL.

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret
microphone, high quality PCB,
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit
ONLY c5.95, assembled and ready
to use C9.95 post free. AccessAy'isa
order telephone 021-411 1821.
Cheques/P.Os to: Quantek Elec-
tronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 45A
Station Road, Northfield, Birming-
ham 831 sTE. S.A.E. for details of
this and other kits.

KITS, PLANS, built units, micro-
transmitters, telephone switches,

protection (sonic
list:ACE(TI),99
nesford, Statfs,

05438 71902.

FLATMATE SPEAKER enhanced
electronics kit e49.50 pair. SAE
details: Memex Electronics Ltd, 1

lcknield Close, lckleford, Hitchin,
Herts.

PACKAGED SHORT COURSES
The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoelectronics for study at home or at work.
The advantages are that you may.

- commence at any time- work at your own pace

- have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject
to the conditions of the award. These higtrlypopular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
sorne experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.202

CLASSIFIED COPY DATE FOR
JANUARY 1991 ISSUE OF ETI

IS 7th NOVEMBER 1990
BOOK NOW! CALL KELLITAPLIN

oN 0442 66551

OMNIELESTRONICS
st@k a wid6 range olelectronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Tel:031 6672611
Open: Mon-Thur 9.l5am-6pm, Fri 9.15am-5pm, Sat

9.30am-5pm - 1990 Cahloouelr.50
Send 2x18p stamps lor latest catalogue

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87/93 Dale Street Tel: 051 236 0154

4TWhitechapel Tel:051 2365489

Liverpool 2
,T 

H E E LECT RO N I C S SP EC I AL I STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

oneof thelargestcomponenl retaile6 in lhe UK Fastandefticlent,
sameday personal seruice on'lN SToCK ITEMSI Very compelalive

prices Nominimumorde[ Call Cricklewood Electronics now

40 cR|CKLEWooD BRoADVUAY, LONDoN NW23ET
Tel: 081.{50 09951{52 0161

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFARE YOU BUY

ALLPARTS
TV & VIDEO SPARES EMPORIUM

NOWOPEN
Trade and Public Rstail Outlet

FERGVIDEOHEADS FFOM 810.95 ' PANASONIC HEADS FBOM TIO95

vlDEo coPY KtTs t539 oR SCAET KT 1939
FEBG VIDEO LAMPWIFEENDS4Op . FEHGVIDEO LAMPWTH PLUG 6Dp

MMMA/S FUSES Q1 PERPACKOFTEN

lY &VIDEO NEEDS HERE IN L:POOL

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
ELECTRON I CS COM PON E NT S PEC I ALI STS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDONEl2sAD
Tel:081-553 1174

ilflan-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurc lA4pm
We stock alarge range olTV & Videospares
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Panel Engraving Service
Nowyoucangiveyourprojects amoreprofessionalfinishbyusingthe
ETI Front panel service.If you have difficulty withdrilling cleanholes
and producing good quality labels for your treasured projects then
this service is a must for you. We will supply complete front panels for
selected projects featured in ETI in a variety of base colours and
coloured type according to your choice. The material used is a tough
laminated plastic of extremely durable quality.It can be used as a glue
on front-piece to a metal back plate or even as a front panel in its own
right, the decision is yours. We believe the prices quoted are extremely
good value for money and indeed hard to beat.

All you do is fill in the coupon stating clearly the code number, your
name and address and your remittance made payable to: A.S.P.
Reader Services.

For the choice of colour you must add two letters to the end ofthe
code. They are these: BW - Black panel, white lettering, RW - Red
panel, white lettering, WB - White panel, black lettering, WR -
White panel, red lettering.

The ultimate in personal sewice must be to offer a front panel made to
your design requirements and this does not have to be limited to
electronic projects. It could be a design for a clockface, a door-panel
insignia, even your own logo. Now we can offer that facility too. Send
us by letter or Fax, a neat dimensioned millimetre drawing of your
panel design and we will be happy to give you a quote for a coloured
front panel. On acceptance of the quote just send in the artwork and
we'll do the rest. There's a minimum charge of t 10.00 * VAI for this
custom service but we reckon it's worth it.

Here are some recent popular projects to start this brand new service
on its way, the prices are inclusive of VAI and postage and packing:

P9005-1 The Business Bass Amp f.16.95
P9003-1 SuperscopeCRTPanel f 3.95
P9003-2 SuperscopeXshiftPanel t 2.95
P9003-3 SuperscopeT/base f.4.95
P9003-4 SuperscopeYl Input C 4.00
P9003-5 SuperscopeY2 Input f 4.00
P9003-6 Superscope All 5 boards t77.95
P9001-1 Wavemaker FG f 5.00
P8910-1 Multimeter
P9007-1 Decision Maker

s 5.95
I 8.95

TELEPHONE ORDERS
0442 66551 EI

YET IE
HP2 7STETI Reader Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts,

Address

rotut s I

I

I

I

I,
I ETI Reader Services, Argus House, Boundary Way.I Hemel Hempstead. Herts, HP2 7ST

f,,.- 
28 daVs for delivW $

f f fe continue with our home management system, the system that
YU puts your mind at rest over keeping the lights off in areas you dont

want ahd onln me a-reas-you do and it will open the wrought-iron
entrance gates ready for you to drive the Rolls in after a hard day mixing
cement on the building site. What it can do for you is only limited by
your ideas.

We have a Five-in-one device to remotely sense the start or llow
of any current in a conductor be it visible or hidden from view like electric
cables in a wall Again we provide you with five ideas but the usage is
limited only to your creativity

There's more on our regular series of HDTV, Tech Tips and Testing

Testing and also the second part on Repairing Oscilloscopes which could
prove extremely useful

January sees the start of a mini computer series, building a general
purpose micro-controller, an EPROM Emulator and an EPROM Eraser
to keep all computer freaks quiet through the long hard winter

Make sure of ordering your copy for the festive season and
collecting it on 7th December

The above anicles arc in prcpantion but chcumstances may prcvent publication

fhe HDTV series covered the only operating Japanese
I system of high definition television. We started the series

on Recording Studio design to help you on you way with
building your own acoustic enclosure. Projects included a
4-channel cassette tape recorder, an Autocue - a digitaltimer
to give perfectly timed speeches, Infra-lock - a remotely con-
trolled security device to lock up your computer, TV or electronic
safe and a host of Musical circuits under our Tech Tips heading.
Back copies are available from Select Subscriptions.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
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Take the Sensible Routel
BoordVoker is o powerful soflwore toolwhich
provides o convenient ond fost method of designing
printed circuit boords, Engineers worldwide hove
discovered thot it provides on unporolleled price
performonce odvqntoge over other PC-bosed ond
dedicoied design systems by integroting sophisticoted
grophlcol editors ond CAM outputs of on offordoble
nrina

ln the new versionY2,23,full
considerotion hos been given to

oilowing designers to continue using their eXisting
schemotic copture pockoges os o front end to
BoordMoker. Even powerful focilities such os Top Down
Modificotion, Component renumber ond Bock
Annototion hove been occomodoted to provide
overoll design integrity within the links between your
schemotic pockoge ond BoordMoker,

Equolly, powerful feotures ore included to ensure thot
users who do not hove schemotic copture softwore
con toke full odvontoge BoordMoker,

V2,23 of BoqrdMoker is still o remorkoble
9295.00 ond includes 3 months free
soflwore updotes,

BoordRouter is o new integroted gridless outoroute
module which overcomes the limitotions normolly
ossocioted with outorouting, YOU specify the trock
width, vio size ond design rules for individuql nets,
BoordRouter then routes the boord bosed on these
settings in the some woy you might route it youself
monuolly.

This obility ollows you to outoroute mixed technology
designs (SMD, onologue, digitol, power switching

letc)in ONE PASS while respecting ALL design rules,

No worrying obout
whether trocks willfit

between pins, lf the trocks widths ond cleoronces
ollow, BoordRouter will outomoticolly ploce 1,2 or
even 3 trocks between pins,

You con freely pre-route
ony trocks monuolly using

BoordMoker prior to outorouting. Whilst outorouting
you con pon ond zoom to inspect the routes ploced,
interrupt it, monuolly modify the loyout ond resume
outorouting.

BoordMoker ond
BoqrdRouter ore priced
oi 9295.00 eqch. As o

speciol introductory offer, they con be
bought togelher for only S495.00
which puts sophisticoled PCB CAD
sotlwore within the reoch of oll
engineers. This price includes 3
months free softwore updotes ond full
telephone technicol support.

Don't just toke our word for it, Coll us
todoy for o FREE Evoluotion Pqck ond
judge it for yourself,

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge C83 ODJ
Iel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747

tr
l\r.-l
tsien

Full analogue, digital and SM support - ground
and power planes - 45 degree, arced and any
angle tracks with full net-based Design Rule

I Net list input from OTCAD, Schema, etcr Top down modification
r Forward and back annotation
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Component renumber
Simultaneously routes up to eight layers

P tput
S
E nual routing
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